Fingerprint test data report: FM 5839 test lots 1, 2, 3, 5, 2R by unknown
FR 5839 TEST LOTS #1, 2, 3, 5, 2R
FIN6ERPRINT TEST DATA REPORT
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FILLER TESTING
NAS8-36298
U.S. POLYMERIC O.E. 71108
Filler Lot _or _ASA LoS# I





NASA LOT# I AVERAGE 99.13




AVG. .007 .007 .003
NASA LOT# I AVERAGE .006
3. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B
(Values are average of
2 determinations)
#I-I #I-2 #1-3 LOT#1
AVG.
Na 3.0 2.0 1.5 2.2
K 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.5
Ca 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Mg 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.2
L± 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
TOTAL 5. • 2. • 1.5 2.8




AVG. .010 .008 .005
NASA LOT# I AVERAGE .008




AVG. 0.000 0.000 0.003





AVG. 4.88 4.88 5.00
NASA LOT# I AVERAGE 4.92




AVG. .45 .36 .38
Maximum .85 .62 .85
Minimum .22 .17 .22
Std. Dev .08 .08 .08
NASA LOT# I AVERAGE SIZE .40
68. TGA, *C at 50% Loss
CTM-51
750 751 749
NASA LOT# I AVERAGE 750
HITCO MATERIALS DIVISION
700 E. DYER ROAD, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA 92707 * (714) 54_1101 * TWX (910) 59_1130 * FAX # (714) 54_285_2437
Filler Lot _or NASA Lot# I
6b. TGA
CTM-51
7. Partlcle Size Distribution
CTM-72






AVG. .SS .s2 .s4
NASA LOT# I AVERAGE .91
Page 2 o_ 2
U.S. Polymerlc
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U.S. Polymeric O.E. 71108
USP-39A Resin Lot for NASA Lot# 1
PAGE
Resin Solids ...................................... 1
Specillc Gravity .................................. I
Brookfleld Viscosity .............................. 1
Gel Time .......................................... 1
Atomic Absorption ................................. 1






Phenol Content .................................... 2




Gas Chromatography .................................. 6A - 6B
TGA ................................................. 7A - 7B
DSC ................................................. 8A - 8B
HPLC ................................................ 9A - 9B
GPC ................................................. 10A - 10B
RDS ................................................. 14A - 14B
NMR ................................................. 15A - 15B
I. Resin Solids, %
PTM-7C




U.S. Polymeric O.E. 71108










LOT# 1 AVERAGE 1.190
3. Viscosity, Brookfleld, cps. @ 22.8°C
PTM-14C LOT# 1
4. Gel Time, mln:sec
PTM-47B LOT# 1
5. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B




6. Volatiles, Gas Chromatography
CTM-55




























LOT# 1 AVERAGE 1261
See Chart IOA-IOB








//_ HITCO MATERIALS DIVISION
700 E. DYER ROAD, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA 92707 . (714) 549-1101 . TWX (910) 595-1130 . FAX # (714) 549-2858-5-2407
11. pH, units
CTM-1B
12. Phenol Content, %
CTM-55 Appendix 1
13. Chang's Index, ml.
CTM-5B
USP-39A Resin Lot £or NASA Lot# I
14. RDS, Minimum Viscosity, cps.
CTM-57A










LOT# 1 AVERAGE 13.91
23.4 23.8







































Column Initial _ l
Final _l<_ l
Rate .%_1 l_I_ I
Sol,o.t_7_., JL
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY STANDARD SOLVENT
TEST METHOD CTM-55














NOTE: THF WAS USED TO DILUTE THE RESIN SAMPLES,
O*'d,,INe.i., PAGE rg
OR POOR QUALITY




















'UN TIME: 30 _0 MINUTES
IELR'r" TIME 0 00
:HAt,I: g
PET F"E F_I- fiF'EF_E:
T IME RREA :. L
'S 65
6 1 .70
7 3.25 3126900 87
8 4 07 55251 1
= _.':, 6042
0 6 05 7408
!0 11 .7 .=- .490
: 7 .-3.'1 . 95 107040 2
_E: 22- 13 18_990 4
2553 . egE: 3































RUN TIME: SO.gO MINUTES
DELRY TIME: _.00
CHAN: O
Plr PET PERt. fiRER E:
NO TIME _RER % L
F'EF_K
HT.
6 1 70 255878 6.856 2 1!5_7
7 3.25 3126900 83.785 S 98E'65
8 4.07 55251 1.480 4 2537
37 21 95 107040 2.868 2 10711










;-IAL FULL SCALE MV. =1OO0 .OE"
Mr--,LE. LISI::.__c,,_ 1-2
SC. - C=O. 10008, r_'i_/ML
ME- I i " 56
TE- 12 "11/$6
EF.'ATOR - JGZ




F:ET PEAK AREA E:



































































PK RET PEAK AREA E: PEAtc
NO. TIME AREA % L HT.
4 1.73 195650 6.818 2 11047
5 3.15 2357000 82.141 3 87114
6 4.00 33273 1.16o 4 1558
32 21.98 184640 3.647 2 10260















L J_ Q; +>
(=_ q=l ,P,l I,_l
0 r_ tt.n
LO




































DATE /4 / /_'t_
FV

































RUN NO__DATE __1 ( _ _
OPERATOR _ i/
SAMPLE: (I_ze








_ - / _' Z_£ °
DTA-DSC
SCALE, _ C/_n /, 0/_-
J
(moal/sec)/in___
WEIGHT, mE] _- &
!
REFERENCE
I .4/. c,.,,r ¢' s-'._
I -- ' ' , i: _ '
0 50 100 150





7 --_ ..... 2
i
i
_OO _50 3OO 35
TEMPERATURE, _C (CHRO,x
!_tt,od recorded in file: A: F'HENOLIC. MET
CHART 9A
_TA FILE A:PHEN026.HDR TAKEN 09-05-1986 11:06:32
******** AREA PERCENT REF'ORT ********
******************************************************************************
Sample Name: USP39A,l-1,C=6.54 Operator Initials: JGZ .
Date: 09-05-1986 11:06:32 Method:PHENOLIC DATA FILE: A:PHENO26.PTS .
Interface: 4 Cycle#: 26 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
Starting Peak Width: 10 Threshold: .01 *
******************************************************************************
Instrument Type: BECKMAN HPLC Column Type: MICROBONDAPAK C-18 *
Solvent Description: THF/WATER, 2:1 BY WEIGHT *
Operating Conditions: R.T., FLOWRATE=I.5 ML/MIN *
Detector O: 220NM/.5AU Detector I: *
Misc. Information: LENGTH=25 *
******************************************************************************
tarting Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: i0.00
Ret Peak Area B Peak Normal ized Area/
Time Area % L Hr. % Height
1 0.TQ 2030 1. 1563 1 510 2.103 4.0
2 1.80 76982 43.8499 2 4940 79.736 15.6
3 2.05 96545 54.9937 2 5248 100.000 18.4









OF. pOOR QUA_I JY
J
CHART9B
FILE A:PHENO19. HDR TAKEN 09-01-1986 13:18:26
******* AREA PERCENT REF'ORT ********
mple Name: USP39A,1-2,C=5.07 Operator Initials: JGZ *
re: 09-01-1986 13:18:26 Method:PHENOLIC DATA FILE: A:PHENOIg. PTS .
"terrace: 4 Cycle#: 19 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
:arting Peak Width: 10 Threshold: .01 *
nstrument Type: BECKMAN HPLC Column Type: MICROBONDAPAK C-18 *
Solvent Description: THF/WATER, 2:1 BY WEIGHT *
Operating Conditions: R.T., FLOWRATE=I.5 ML/MIN *
Detector O: 220NM/.5AU Detector 1: *
Misc. Information: LENGTH=25 *
****************************************************************************
-ting Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
Ret Peak Area B Peak Normal i z ed Area/
Ti me Area % L Ht. % Height
0.7O 4065 2.2807 1 1019 5.202 4.0
1.78 78141 43.8419 2 5072 100.000 15.4
1.93 34258 19.2209 2 5165 43.841 6.6
2.03 61769 34.6565 2 5379 79.049 11.5
Area: 178233 Area Reject: 1000 One sample per 1.00C) sec.
OI_dX;I_qA_J PA..,;E "u_
GPC CALIBRATION PtOT




LoB Mol Wt = A + Bx + Cx^2 + Dx^3
A= 2.538977 B= 2.115815 C= -.5646824
Coefficient of Determination: 0.9902











































FILE A:GPC31.HDR TAKEN 08-05-1986 17:39:57
ample Name: USP39A 1-1=2.68 Operator Initials: GBF .
ate: 08-05-1986 15:00:24 Method: DATA FILE: A:GPC31.PTS .
nterface: 5 Cycle#: 31 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
tatting Peak Width: 60 Threshold: 0 *
****************************************************************************
Instrument Type: HPLC/BECKMAN Column Type: ULTRASTYRAGEL 500A *
Solvent Description: THF *
Operating Conditions: T=35C FLOWRATE=2.0ML/MIN *
Detector O: 254NM/.1AU Detector 1: *
Misc. Information: CALIBRATION/GPC *
****************************************************************************
rting Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
ibration file: GPCPHEN
ecular Weight Distribution Averages
eline TIMES: 3.85 to 1(}.00 MW:








10.00 MW: 22295 to 2
6
Hol Wt 5 4 3 2 I 6
19 16 19 19 16 1D
O_RT lOB
FILE A:GFC32.HDR TAKEN 08-05-1986 17:44:"-"
_mple Name: USF'39A 1-2=2.68 Operator Initials: GBF *
_te: [)8-05-1986 15:15:18 Method: DATA FILE: A:GPC32.PTS *
_terface: 5 Cycle#: 32 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
:arting Peal, Width: 60 Threshold: 0 .
****************************************************************************
"nstrument Type: HPLC/BECKMAN Column Type: ULTRASTYRAGEL 500A *
Solvent Description: THF *
Operating Conditions: T=35C FLDWRATE=2.0ML/MIN *
Detector O: 254NM/.IAU Detector 1: *




_cular Weight Distribution Averages
_line TIMES: 3.85 to i0.00 MW:







Ending Retention Time: 10.00
22295 to 2
22295 to 2
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(V) 3SlOd -V.L3 Il.II
0
F,he.ometr ics RECAF' I I
-iment No. : 8 Sample No. : 1
FINGEmPF, INT V_SCOSITY PROFILE LiSP 39A RESIN NASA LOT1-1
ator : EP
and Time : Mm,r,dav, Augu.-_t 18, 19E,6 - 15:3L-):51
mtino Mode : DYNAMIC
p Type : CURE
etry : DISF & PLATE




A FINGERPRINT V_SCOEITY PROFILE UEP 39A F_EE,IN IJrSA knTi-i ORIGINAL PAGg IS
_-_00R-QUA_:p¥---
ETA* ETA " ETA" TORQUE -rT _,_-.... r_ TE_F '
POISE POISE POISE GRAMS-CM Mlh'_ DEG. C
I 3.8! 3e+003 3.8_ 3e+003 6.0_ _e+¢,'0_ 4. 876e+002 2- ".');]_,-0¢_I 7. O00e+O,J,i
2 3.514_.+003 3. 514e+003 6.7#2e+001 4. z_90e+O02 1. 000e+000 3. 10:Z,etL""_;
3 2. 873e+003 2. 873e+003 4. 505e+00 ! 3.65°e+002 2. 000e+0-;0 3. E OCi_ +,',,7_i
2. 233e+003 2. 232e+003 4. l.ql e+OOl 2. 837e+002 3. 000e+000 3.5C,'_e-O0!
5 1.691 e+0,:)3 _ .6#0e+003 3. 527e+0C)i 2. 144e+002 4.0")0e+000 7.7(-.'r7+,'x:)1
6 _. 277e_-003 I. 277e+C_D3 3. 445e+001 1.615e+002 5. "_)')0e+000 3.80.'_e_-'301
7 -5.59_ae+002 9.588e+002 3.542e+OC) J 1.21Je+002 6.000e+000 _ 'Tr)Oe-_(')01
8 7. 177e+002 7. 16?e+002 3. 398e+001 9. 049e+001 7. (),:)'3p,-_O00 4.2,)c')e_ 0 "_
9 5. 372e+002 5.36Bc +002 2. 240e+0C)1 6. 768e_-001 _. 0::;';)e+000 zl.40,')e+,:,O!
0 4. 111e+002 4. 104e+002 2. 378e+001 5. 171e+00! 9. 000e+000 4. 600e+':Ci 1
I 3. 153e+A02 3. !4Z_e+O02 2. 382e+001 3. 963e+00_ !. 000e+cx,l a. 8">" e+O0
2 2. 442 e+0O2 2. 432e+002 2. 197e+OC_ 1 3. 070e+0('_ 1 1 , Ic_Oe+'z_o i 5. O,]'"_e+O Z,i
3 !. 934e+002 I. 921 e+O,:_2 2, 25_-'e+0Oi 2. 429e+001 1. 200e*,I01 5.2r,O.'-_-÷,>0 I.
4 I. 529e+002 i. 5J 4e+002 2. 136e+O01 i. 921 e+Cr31 J .300e+001 5. zO,;....".;'I
5 1 21Zie+O,'_2 1 200e+002 1 ..... "" _"..... o_,ue. O(J 1 1. 524e+001 1. _,',:'._._,:-r-:1 w_ 6r'r'E-+L';r_I
6 9. 808e+001 9. 666e+Cx) l !. 659e+001 1. 232e+00! 1 .5,Z','_e+OC;l 5. 900_+0":']
7 8. 082e-_¢'01 7.95!e+001 I. 4Z_Se+001 I. OJ 5e+0¢_i i. 60r_e+001 6.00';,o _ ;',_
8 6.811 e+¢X'_l 6. 697e+0{_i 1. 242e+001 8.55Ze+000 i .70 ."a+O0 _ 6.2C:,',e=O01
9 5. 720e+0C)I 5. 620e+C'01 1. ¢)64e_ (')C)l 7. 178e+:Zx-)O 1. E'O0_-_Oc) ! 6.4 "'.>,_-_,;•- _
'.0 4. 908e+0C: 1 4.8 !9e+001 9.27_e:+000 6. 157e+000 i. 90.Te+O.q I 6.6'Z'Oe+O0 i
'I 4. 220b+001 4. 13c_e-+0':-_! t_. 18Pe÷O0 f 5.291 e+,:'x)c_ 2.0(z)0___+00 _ ",.7:7'::,_-_'"; ;_
'2 3.6i3e+001 3. 546e+001 6. 922e+000 4. 536e+000 .E. _OOe+'Z-Z'l 6. #O.Z_.---.',"li
3. 089e+001 3. 033e+001 5.84 ie+000 3. 879e+000 2.2(,0e_-(-'_ 1 7. __C'0-_'_,]',1, !
_- .... ou_e+ .x.xO 2. -,O:'_e_-q:')1 7.3('i"_.p+",_4 ". 67.,e+v) , 2. 623e+Cx31 5. 276e+000 -..-= _"" " _ ......
;5 2. 282e+Cx31 2.2Z_4e+O01 "_.144e+000 2. 867e+000 -. '_;u-_,_+O'l:i 7.5:-i,]e-_'001
_6 _ ."_?aP+Or_ 1 _ .940e+001 3. 659e+000 2. 477e+000 2. 5':DZ}LE'+'z}':)! _'-.7'z"-"["--(Z'¢}I
:7 _ .-/32e_-AO i I .6_ 9e-_rx31 3. 366e+000 2. 175e+000 2.60("e+CxZi i -r.9C,C,r__,C c;I
'__ ..____,_ 7e,-+0;',I 1 . 488e+00I ..." #_:,-.+C_qr_...... . 1 . _']3e_-000 _..'? 70,:-_e_- 7,."! 8. i :'_:',_:-_ " "!
'# ; . 335_-+0 r_ _ 1 . 7,17e+001 2. 145e+AOA 1 . 676e+rx'.9 2. E,00e+002 9...7., ,Z.-'e-'-0,Z' 1
;0 1. 149e_-0,-_t 1. 132e+001 1. 950e+000 1. a42e+0n0 2. 900¢*001 E,. 50oe +0'-,i
ql I .O13e+qOl _. _393='+,7_00 2.167e+0C_0 1. 272e+0_7_0 3. 000e+001 E. -_O,Z'e+001
_2 8. 766e+000 8. 654e+000 1. 396e+Orn3 1.100e+000 -_. iOC'e+OC)1 8. c'J_"_e-_]i"iI
"3 ,'7. 337e+(')00 7. 274 e +_-)C)C) 9.6 ! 0e-001 9.215e-0C _.1 7. f ,;',",- +,7)01 9. 10oe -,-0 c; .1
-_4 5.831 e+0rx] 5. "798e+.'Yg_0 6. 145e-001 7. 324e-,'_01 3. 300e+001 9.3C',qe+_'_01
;5 5. 574e+00'3_ 5. 555e+0(-_ _]} 4. 656e--001 6. 994e--001 "3_..400e+,lnD I 9. 5caO_+O0 !
_6 4. 962e+(xz_o zl.953e+000 3. C,4C_e--001 6. 234e--001 E. 500e+':J01 9. 70 -;e÷0:)I
_7 3.94Pie+ 000 _'5,93_e+000 2. 647e--00 _ 4. 954e--001 3. 600e_-0¢ __ -..r_OAe_-O01
_ -_ 987e+000 3. 985e+000 1. 262e--0:'_! 5. C)09e--001 3.70'-)e+001 !. C,l:J)e_-j,.J,2
,9 3. _05e+A00 3. a05e+000 ,-.'. 72-'.e-(x'_ 1 4....,.a_-. v 1 3.8cx_-_,_C_ 1 1 c_30_+:),._2
V-'....."_ 898e+C-')0 .'_898e+Or)O r).c)00e+000 3. 642e-r) ::'.. 3 . 9¢i;':_e+(Z),.':i i. L)u'..e"=--' * )'.;_'_
tI 2. 857e+000 2. 853e+000 _ .393e-001 3. 589e-001 4.00{'e+C'¢: ._ J .:7,-',;:__ ,.02
_2 3. C),')3.--.+,'.'x-) 2.9*aTe-_000 5. 728e-001 3. 770e-0C)1 4. 1¢)Oe+O,Z)i I .09,:)e-,',]2
I3 3. 157e+00¢) 2. 947e+0(:)(-) 1. 133e+000 3. 967e-001 zl.20C)e+00_ _ . I J"Z)e+,'pZ)2
14 2.6A3e+000 2. 398e+000 1. 157e+00,:]_ 3.3a2e-001 4.3,7)qe+00 J I. 13_',e+0 ]i2
15 2.2_0e+000 1.9_ge_-rx'00 I. 135e+000 2. 874e-001 4.4O0e+0C_i _ . 15-_e-O:)?
_6 2. _77e+0,30 2. 312e+000 8. _92e-001 3. I06e-001 4.50C, e+00! ! . 16,,e+0-,'2
17 2. 705e+C)00 2.2Zi9e+O00 1.50ae+ 000 3. 394e-001 ,a. 6C:Oe+OC)1 1 . 18C_+,.',,-,E
18 " 91 le+O;z)o 2. 580e+000 i. -,4 ,e+[)L)_) 3. 653e-001 4. 700e+001 _ zU.)e ".':=
:9 3.417e+000 -_.001 o+C'00 I. 63Zle+OC)O 4. 284e-0C' 1 4. Bc')O,_-(')OI i .E20___- ",,2
50 3. 687e+r).00 3. 239 e+O.q :i I. 7& Ie_-000 4. 625e-001 4.90,Z)o+001 i .24,')c" O,Z2






































































_er_mer_L No. : 7 Sample N_?. : 1
.le:
_A FINGE,_PRiNT VISCOSITY PROFILE USF' 39A RESIN NASA LOTI-2
_rator :CP
.e and Time : MLnr,day, Augu__t 18_ 19S6 - 13:42:09
:rating Mode : DYNAMIC
_ep Type : CURE
_metry : DISK" _- PLATE
RAD IUS : 25.00
GAP : O. 50
,_I hi -_ ....• -,..P-_)/.
:QUENCY =10 RAD/SEC
SA FINGERPRINT VISCOSITY PROFILE USP 39A RESIN NASA LOT1-2
ETA* ETA ' ETA" TORQUE T IME
PO ISE PO ISE PO ISE GRAMS-CM M _N.
1 4. 860e+003 4.65_,._-+0:')3 9. C_50e+001 5. 983e÷002 2. 000e-001
2 4.3-" 1e+_'_A_,,. ._ 4 .7'..71e*_'_03 6 . __OBe+C_c'_i_. 5 .612e+C_C_2._ 1 .('_('_C}e*(]f",')......
3 3. 598e+0_'_3 -_ 598e+_'_07 5. 110e+_'_O 1 4. 600e+Or_2 2. 000e+000
zl 2.79_e+C;03 2.7_7e+003 3. 594em,.':01 3. 569e+002 3. O00e-_,-_O0
5 2.107e+003 2. 1A7e+O03 3. 108e+0c[_ 1 2. 679e÷002 4. 000e+000
6 1. 583e+0C_3 1. 583e+003 3. 224e+A_]_ 1 2.0¢-_6e+"_('>2 5.0"_0e+000
7 1. _ --_-___+003 1. 190e_-003 3. 339e+001 I. 505e+002 6. 000e÷00c_
8 8. 865e+002 8. 859e+002 3. 148e+001 I. 118e+'}02 7. 000e+000
9 6. 653e+002 6. 647e+002 2. 780e+001 8. 385e+001 8. 000e+000
I0 5. c,79e+002 5. 071e+o,o,"""_ ,_'_.........798e+AOl 6 388e+001 9 c_('_Oe+¢'i.:'_O
i I 3. 852e+c-,02 3.84ae+002 ,_._502e+001 4 .841e+001 1 .(-300e+001
1 _ "_ 2. -" 747e+001 1 100e+OOL.S 84e+002 975e+002 2. 327e+001 _,.
13 _. 342e+,}02 2.331 e+O(',?._ 2 .289e+001 "_.939e+001 J .20C_e+001
!4 1. 840e+002 I. 827e+002 2. 245e+0¢';i 2. 308e+001 i. 3AOe+001
15 !. 473e÷002 1. 458e+002 2° ,Oe2e+O01 1.8a8e+001 1. 400e+001
16 i. 1_3e+0,:'_2 1. 167e+A02 1.91 i e+001 I. 484e+001 1. 500e+001
!-7 _. 661 e-._OC)l 9. 513e+001 1.6eT:_+O01 1.211 e+O01 1. 600e÷001
18 7. 932e+001 7. 792e+001 1. 482e+¢}01 9. 949e+000 I. 7('_0e+001
19 6, 6&Ue+::Ol 6.5aUe_-001 1.2BOe-:-'::'_'_1 8.34_e+000 1. 800e+001
20 5. 676_-_-001 5. 578e+001 1. 050e+001 7. 120e+O00 1. qOOe+O01
21 a. 85,_e+001 4. 761e÷[:01 9. 465e+000 6.07_e+000 2. 000e+00!
22 4. 1-77e+001 4.1 !9--"001 6. _24___-000 5. 237e+000 2. I00e_-001
23 3. 651 e+O,'_1 "7,.5E,7e+001 £. _26e+0 ")0 4. 579e+000 2.2':n:'o+O01
24 3. 142e+001 3,.086e+C_.." 1 5 ._?8e+C'0 -: 3 .941 e+C_OC_.. _._3_')Oe+,Oc_1
25 2.70T,_+,.'_0 i 2 655e+001 5. 087e+,?,,::,:I 3. _-C,2e+OAO 2. 400__+00 !















5.20 _-Ie * 0 ('_!
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lb. Breaking Strength, Ibslln, FILL




2e. Carbon Assay, %




2b. Hydrogen Assay, %




2c. Nitrogen Assay, %
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7b. Moisture Content, X
CTM-53B
.005
7c. Ash Content, %
CTM-53B
.087
8a. Filament diameter, microns, WARP
S.E.M. procedure











8b. Filament dlamete_p mlo_ons_ FILL
S.E.M. procedure
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NASA LOT# 1 AVERAGE 33.5




NASA LOT# I AVERAGE 13.7




NASA LOT# I AVERAGE 52.8
2. Volatlie Content, X 2.3 2.3
PTM-17B 2.2 2.2
2. o 2. o
AVG. 2.2 2.2
NASA LOT# 1 AVERAGE 2.2
3. Flow, 1000 psi, X 14.6 I0.0
PTM-19G 13.6 10.1
lO. 9
AVG. 14. S 10.3
NASA LOT# I AVERAGE 12.6
4. Resin Content, Dry basis, % 34.6 33.9
PTN-16F, Type II 35.1 33.7
34.9 34.7
AVG. 34.9 33.9
NASA LOT# I AVERAGE 34.4
5. Tack, Ibs 38 35
PTM-80 NASA LOT# I AVERAGE 37
6. Gel Time, seconds 44 43
PTM-20E NASA LOT# I AVERAGE 44
HITCO MATERIALS DIVISION
700 E. DYER ROAD, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA 92707 * (714) 549-1101 * TWX (910) 595-1130 * FAX # (714) 549-2858-5-2407
Page 2 of 4
FM 5839 NASA LOT# 1 U.S.P. LOT# C02136
7a. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B
ROLL#1-S ROLL#2-S LOT#1 AVG.
Na 5 8 7
K 1 3 2
Ca 13 5 9
Mg 2 2 2
TOTAL 21 16 20




NASA LOT# 1 AVERAGE 1.84
7c. Ash Content, %
CTM-53B
.16 .23
NASA LOT# 1 AVERAGE .20
8. TGA, % Weight Loss at 500"C
CTM-51 (Nitrogen)
8.0 8.8
NASA LOT# 1 AVERAGE 8.4
See chart 8A-BB
9. DSC, "C
CTM-50A First Tamp 184
ROLL#I-S ROLL#2-S LOT#1 AVG.
183 184
See Chart 9A-9B




11. Environmental History Date manufactured: I May 1986
Packaged in: MIL-B-131
class I bag
Date shipped: Test lot - not
shipped







NASA LOT# 1 AVERAGE 1.565
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13b.
FM 5839 NASA LOT# 1 U.S.P. LOT#
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FM 5839 NASA LOT# 1 U.S.P. LOT# C02136



















17. Barcol Hardness, Units
ASTM D-2583
(Average of I0 determinations)
68.2 68.0







NASA LOT# I AVERAGE 1.65






NASA LOT# 1 AVERAGE 30.97






NASA LOT# 1 AVERAGE 4.39
21a. CTE, in/in
PTM-61B
• F with PLY 1.22 -1.89
-2.06 -1.73
AVG. -.42 -I.81
NASA LOT# 1 AVERAGE -1.12
21b. CTE, in/In
PTM-61B
"F Cross PLY 13.57 17.51
12.38 15.3_._7
AVG. 12.98 16.44
NASA LOT# 1 AVERAGE 14.71
See Chart 21A-21B
U.S. Polymeric









_EAT RATE _67 *C/MINo CHART SPEED
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U.S. PQlymerlc O.E. 71108
Filler Lot for NASA Lot# 2
PAGE
Carbon Content .................................... 1
Ash Content ....................................... 1
Atomic Absorption ................................. 1
Moisture Content .................................. 1
Ash Content ....................................... 1
pHmOOOOeOOO_OOOOTOOOOOSOe,_DDOOTDOODOeDeODO°TeeDeO 1
Particle Sizep S.E.M. procedure ................... 1
TGA, °C st 50% Loss ............................... 1
TGA ............................................... 2
Particle Size Distribution ........................ 2
Particle Size_ Horlba ............................. 2
CHARTS
TGA ................................................. 6A - 6C
Particle Size Distribution .......................... 7A - 7C
Page I of 2
FILLER TESTING
NAS8-36298
U.S. POLYMERIC O.E. 71108






NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 99.30
2. Ash Content, X
PTM-71B
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 o. 0 0.0
AVG. 0. • 0.0 0. •
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 0. •
3. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B
(Values are average of
2 determinations}
#2A-1 #2A-2 #2A-3 LOT#2
AvG.
Na 7.0 7.5 9.0 7.8
K 1.5 1.0 2.5 1.7
Ca 2.5 1.5 2.0 2.0
Mg 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
L± 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.____e





AVG. .036 .027 .042
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE .035




AVG. 0.003 0.013 0.008




AVG. 4.60 4.50 4.60
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 4.57




AVG. .56 .57 .52
Maximum .90 1.25 1.17
Minimum .23 .20 .25
Std. Dev .22 .28 .24
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE SIZE .55
6a. TGA, "C st 50_ Loss
CTM-51
842 850 857
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 850
HITCO MATERIALS DIVISION
700 E. DYER ROAD, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA92707 • (714) 549-1101 • TWX (910) 595-1130 • FAX # (714) 549-2858-5-2437
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7. Partlale Size Distribution
CTM-72
See Charts 7A-7C





AVG. .86 1.02 .94
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE .94
U.S. Polymeric
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U.S. Polymeric O.E. 71108
USP-39A Resin Lot for NASA Lot# 2
PAGE
Resin Solids ...................................... 1
Specific Gravity .................................. 1
Brookfleld Viscosity .............................. 1
Gel Time .......................................... 1
Atomic Absorption ................................. 1






Phenol Content .................................... 2




Gas Chromatography .................................. 6A - 6B
TGA ................................................. 7A - 7B
DSC ................................................. 8A - 8B
HPLC ................................................ 9A - 9B
GPC ................................................. 10A - 10B
RDS ................................................. 14A - 14B
NMR ................................................. 15A - 15B




U.S. Polymeric O.E. 71108
USP-39A Resin Lot for NASA Lot# 2
AVG.
Lot# 2
2. Specific Gravity @ 25"C
PTM-29C Lot# 2
3. Viscosity, Brookfleld, cps. @ 22.8"C
PTM-14C Lot# 2
4. Gel Time, min:sec
PTM-47B Lot# 2
5. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B








6. Volatiles, Gas Chromatography
CTM-55











































HITCO MATERIALS DIVISION700 E. DYER ROAD, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA 92707 • (714) 549-1101 • TWX (910) 595-1130 * FAX # (714) 549-2858-5-2407
11. pH, units
CTM-1B
12. Phenol Content, %
CTM-55 Appendix 1
13. Chang's Index, ml.
CTM-5B
USP-39A Resin Lot for NASA Lot# 2
14. RDS, Minimum Viscosity, cps.
CTM-57A









Lot# 2 AVERAGE 13.30
23.6 23.8












Hamld M. Quralshl, Manager
Quality Assurance Department
TYPICAL GAS CHROMATOGRAPH SET-UP
ORI_IN.AE F£GE
OF POOR QUALITY
Operator Pet. taltq  
Col.mn v _J Detector F+T.+[_)
Length _r_" Voltage
_io. U_2-,,-, sensit.
Liquid Phase'/_-lOOC_ flow Rates, ml/min__
It. S ,"3,1 Nydrogen_.__Air..__..
Support_ Scavenge
Mesh "_:;_/,_ Split
Carrier Gas"H_] Teeper_t_re_ °C____..__
Rotameter Oet.=,_ Inj:_
inlet Press.__itO_pslg Column Initial g_x-_




GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY STANDARD SOLVENT
TEST METHOD CTM-55














NOTE: THF WAS USED TO DILUTE THE RESIN SAMPLES.







=IN_L FULL SE.F_LE MtJ.=1000 O0
:_AM#LE: US;F'39m 2-I
qi'.-_-:C F:= 0 I 11 '90Q_/ML
Fir'1E- 12 :.",':'
]FITE " i-''I I."6,:',
JG..)F ER_TO,q: : -"
;'_IN TIME 3ci 00 MINUTE c
DELAY T" E: 0 00
CHFiN : :,
RET "'=-._t:. RF'ER E:





E. I -',_-: 3.01690 4
7 ? 30 _'3.335700 81
" '= OE' 6073
':_ 5 _ .=,? =,1
4.-,,,_10 E :;7 -_ 1
11 6 3:-'. 4".-'°':',.,_-
12 _ '.-'.. 11 1
ic_ ii 7A 1.....-_. . _ " F ,":
_5 16.27 1;-._Z
34 21 ;-:5 E-.O_O
_5 :--'_-'¢4C: T:--;-:,_C-_"" _,,. .....
7064 075 3













TOT P-L_ glPE_= 4082'45E
T HF'E".HOLD= 1
MI_: FI WIDTH= 15


























T i ;"L 12 :='_.,
D_TE: 12-."11/.c_:6
OPERATOR: ..IGZ
F-'LINTIME : 30.00 MINUTES
DELRY TIME: 0.00
CHAt! : 0
PK PET F'E£F RREF_ E: F'EFff.
NO. TIME F_RER % L HT.
5 1 65 79730 1 965 2 114E:T
6 1 78 201690 4 972 2 11452
7 3 30 3335700 82 225 3 90562
19 11.70 13778 340 3 767
34 21 85 68060 1 678 2 1009_
35 22.00 357868 8 821 2 14615
TOTRL RRER= 4056818
THE'ESHOLD= 1






FINRL FULL SCALE 1'1:'.=1000.06
SA_,F'LE IJSP'39F_ 2-2.
M I c'C. C=0. 10£.1:-:e GIC_/MI,.
TIME. 14:47
DATE 12 ."II/86
OPEF'RTC. R . JGZ




": I r,lE ARER
ORIGINAL P+GB m
OF POOR QTLITYGE_ T IC BL















MINUTES MI NUTESRUN TIME: 30.00
DELRY TIME: e 00
CHRN • 0
RRER E: F'ERY PK PET PERK RRER E:




=., I 69 _°_82x0..
6 _ _o 3695300
7 5.08 4038
8 5.58 4532
R.16 Ii T@ 141,_4
34 21 o_...c. 5_2 ;'F'






















., I .ge . . g 742
6 3._ 3695388 83 542
34 21 88 53228 1.ZO_
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i u_.,I__AL PAGE I8NO__DATE__-___-___.__ T-AXIS OF POOR QUALITY.RUN
OPERATOR _--- SC/,L.E °C/in





















DATA FILE A:PHENO20.HDR TAKEN 09-01-1986 15:13:56
******** AREA PERCENT REF'ORT ********
* Sample Name: USP39A,2-1,C=5.555 Operator Initials: JGZ
* Date: 09-01-1986 15:13:56 Method:PHENOLIC DATA FILE: A:PHENO20.PTS
* Interface: 4 Cycle#: 20 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A.
* Starting Peak Width: 10 Threshold: .01
******************************************************************************
* Instrument Type: BECKMAN HPLC Column Type: MICROBONDAPAK C-18
* Solvent Description: THF/WATER, 2:1 BY WEIGHT
* Operating Conditions: R.T., FLOWRATE=I.5 ML/MIN
* Detector O: 220NM/.5AU Detector 1:
* Misc. Information: LENGTH=25
Starting Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
Pk Ret Peak Area B Peak Normalized Area/
No. Time Area % L Ht. % Height
1 0.7_ 2256 1.2208 1 562 2.392 4.0
2 1.82 94314 51.0355 2 5417 100.000 17.4
3 1.97 29598 16.0160 2 5094 31.382 5.8
4 2.07 58633 31.7278 2 5278 62.168 11.1




























DATA FILE A:PHEND27.HDR TAKEN 09-05-1986 11:31:38
******** AREA PERCENT REF'ORT ********
******************************************************************************
* Sample Name: USP39A,2-2,C=6.99 Operator Initials: JGZ
* Date: 09-05-1986 11:31:38 Method:PHENOLIC DATA FILE: A:PHENO27.FTS
* Interface: 4 Cycle#: 27 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A.
* Starting Peak Width: 10 Threshold: .01
* Instrument Type: BECKMAN HPLC Column Type: MICROBONDAPAK C-18
* Solvent Description: THF/WATER, 2:1 BY WEIGHT
* Operating Conditions: R.T., FLOWRATE=I.5 ML/MIN
* Detector 0: 220NM/.5AU Detector I:
* Misc. Information: LENGTH=25
Starting Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
Pk Ret Peak Area B Peak Normalized Area/
No. Time Area % L Ht. % Height
2 1.82 96860 53.0012 2 5305 100.000 18.3
3 1.97 28712 15.7109 2 4980 29.643 5.8
4 2.07 57179 31.2879 2 5119 59.032 11.2










Lo9 Mol Wt = A + Bx + Cx^2 + P×'3
A= 2.538977 B= 2.115815 C= -.5646824
Coefficient of Determination: 0.9902




3.50 35000 4. 544
4.33 15000 4. 176
4.83 3600 3. 556
5.09 2350 3. 371
6. O0 570 2. 756
7.17 92 1•964
7.50 72 1•857










I I I I
4.0 5.6 &.S ?,0
Retention Tiee or Voluae
8.0
C_R7 IOA
)ATA FILE A:GPC33.HDR TAKEN 08-05-1986 17:47:28
******** GPC REF'ORT -:IC-I_--II[-I_--IIi[--I_--II_-X-
*******************************************************************************
Sample Name: USP39A 2-1=2.68 OperatDr Initials: GBF *
• Date: 08-05-1986 15:48:25 Method: DATA FILE: A:GPC33.PTS .
• Interface: 5 Cycle#: 33 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
• Starting Peak Width: 60 Threshold: 0 *
*******************************************************************************
• Instrument Type: HPLC/BECKMAN Column Type: ULTRASTYRAGEL 500A *
• Solvent Description: THF *
• Operating Conditions: T=35C FLOWRATE=2.0ML/MIN *
• Detector O: 254NM/.1AU Detector i: *





Baseline TIMES: 3.85 to







Ending Retention Time: 10.00
Averages
10.00 MW: 22295 to 2
10.00 MW: 22295 to 2
Area
2.7












******** GF'C REF'ORT ********
*****************************************************************************
'ample Name: USP39A 2-2=2.68 Operator Initials: GBF *
ate: 08-05-1986 16:04:45 Method: DATA FILE: A:GPC34.PTS .
nterface: 5 Cycle#: 34 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
tatting Peak Width: 60 Threshold: 0 *
_______________.
Instrument Type: HF'LC/BECKMAN Column Type: ULTRASTYRAGEL 500A *
Solvent Description: THF *
Operating Conditions: T=35C FLOWRATE=2.0ML/MIN *
Detector 0: 254NM/.IAU Detector I: *
Misc. Information: CALIBRATION/GPC *
"________________
rting Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
ibration file: GPCPHEN
ecular Weight Distribution Averages
eline TIMES: 3.85 to 10.00 MW:








I0.00 MW: 22295 to 2
O_RT 1_















Illl I I .d hill I I I I IIIll I I I I hill I I I I hill I I I I _1_
(V) 3510d -V_3 IW W
0 0
Rheometrics PEE_F I
Prin_er_t No. : 2 SamF,]e No. : 1
le:
A FINGERPRINT VISCOSITY PROPILE USP 3#A _ESII_ NASA LOT2-1
_atc, r : CP
and Time : Friday_ Auoust iS, 1986 - J2r30:_7
•-ating Mode " DVt_AMIC
_p Type : CURE
_,etry : DIS_: _; FjLATE
RAD! US : _,. 00



























'- - _-z5e+,}O I
_3 3.4 !ge+O:)l
2a 2. qa7 !e+,'),'_[
:5 2.57 # e+,."<)I
}6 2.2_-Oe÷{,'C) i
}7 i .9zC,_-*<,O 1
"3_, 1 o __90 e- 00 !
"9 i. qE,<_-_O,',i
",0 1. 328e+001
! 1..I E,-.,L-+,',C' 1
:3 9. 1SSe*OC;O






































5 .-__°'_1 +0C__ 1
4. 506e+001





I . 9':)_'_+L.:) i
1 657_+";"I• ._ . ..o
1 . 45Ue+0,-. !
I .27_e_,}':'_i






































1 • a 78_-+::)'} t





5.717 e. + C,0 C,
5. 12Be,'-:;Cu:"









.'5..-i 16 _ - 0 Q 1
3.2':: ! e--;:',:_1












































1 . 667"e-! ."i"':_






7. ,:Izi4 e-._':0 !
5. 9,__C'c.--:xD 1

























1 . 10C'e+C, OI
1 .2C;C,t_-00 t
1.3,3,'}_+00 1










2. 400i-_-'-, :": 1
2.5C';::e _-':',:;


















zi. 50 q e + 001





• : .... u.
2. S'-'"a + ,}.': i
2. _',: : ,_:,-:-':':, !







/:]. "q -'" - _ '"-"_. I
4.6'-,':'_ _0,:) 1
4 ,m,-,,- ,- +,-,,-_1
5. ! r,_",_ ,=' -," :) ',-' _
5. 3C,,:,m,+:'h-)J
:.. :ff': :,e _C,'O !
5. -7:" "-,: -, ':;01
5.9C',:_e"-,:;C_ 1
z.. _- f-_-);_+ ;'_'-_ !
6.3,:>C'e+.:n'_I
_. _ ..: . _,_,
6.7C:0e+001
6. o,:);',_O;:, !




8. uC-L.__÷ C"-' i
8.2'::':;e+,),}1
_. a - ,-, -.,_ 001
9. ",':;'" r,_;-:,'_ I.










1 1 '-:' "' "';"L m ", -.
1. 1"aOe+C_:'_2
I . 160'-2-_':x')2
1. ! 7,7':: +'::02
1 . 19':"e"":,1)2
1 "_• IC,'e+002
_A F!_,!GER_-'RIr_-T VIBCOSITY PROFILE USP 37A PESIN NASA LOT2-1
E-rA, ETA ' ETA" TORQUE T TME TE;_;_'
F O!EE POISE FFJiSE GKAMS-CM M!N. .':.EG. C
]! 2.6_2e+000 2. 503e+000 8.451 e-001 3. 320e-001 5. 000e_-00 ! i. 23,:'_._-,:-]2
22 3. 438e+000 3. 279e+,:x::O I. 035e_-000 4.316e-001 5. 100e+001 1. 250e_0,',2
53 4. _48e+000 4. 263e+000 1 .269e+0_:_0 5.5:G Be-001 5. 200e+001 _ .270e_-002
_4 5. 984e+000 5. 761e÷000 I. 618_+000 7. 514e-001 5. 300e+001 !. 290e+002
35 _. 317e+,300 8. 989e+000 2. 454e+'::':-'_ i. 171e+O00 5. 400e+00! I .310_+002
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(V) BSIOd oVJ,3 IUJ
,J
Rheom_t_Jcs RECAP II
!raiment No. : 3 Sample No. : 1
FINGERPRINT VISCOSITY PROFILE USP 39A RESIN NASA LOT2-2
-ator :CP
and Time : Friday, August 15, 1986 - 13:Ju_:53
-ating Mode : DYNAMIC
ep Type : CURE


































_5 2. 370e+00 J
_6 2. 079e+001
_7 I. 794e+0()i


















_-. 4D 1 em(7)OC)
#8 .3,. 097e+O,z)o
_9 2 '="" +
. o ,'. _., 000
50 2.32 ] e+,'v:h:_
ETA ' ETA" TO_.-PLtE 7 :r i_E
PO I SE c'O i SE _.,, M.q_=,. r.i I r','L--' t-l, )_ ,_l J
2. 747e+,)03 4 _ q'63e+O01 3.5,.'.;::)e+ :,,'.')E 2.0¢,0e-001
2. 750e+003 5. 589e+001 3.5'7'3;=+002 1. 000e+000
" _ (') ' _" + t) _--} I "2 4. 55Ue-'-uO 1 .%,. 062e+002 2 . t:)(:_ _:)e + _:, (:) "')
I. 952e+003 zi.134e'* 0C_ ! 2. 476e+002 3. 000e÷C)00
.520e+O03 3. ziBr4e+00] I. 925e+002 4. ;7)00e*.000
I. 180e+003 3. 659e+00i 1. 493e+002 5. 000e+00C_
9. 010e+002 2. 717e+001 !. 137_ '-002 6. 000e_ 0(:0
6. 845e+002 2. 800e+001 8. 640e+0(_ 1 7. 000e+000
_..,:__.....f9e+EK_2 2. 522e+rJ01 6. 579_+('x] I 8. 000e+00C_
4. 007e-,-C)02 2. 174e,-Cx31 5. 052e+001 9. 000e+000
3. ! 29e+002 2. I ]2---001 3. 947e,-00! _ .000e+rXT_l
,-i
.449e+002 2. 013e+001 3. 090e+001 1. IC 0e+(."l
I .928e+002 I. 99_e+001 2. 436e+001 _ .2 0,')e-,-0C_1
1. 549e+002 1. 938e+00 ! 1. q'61 e+001 1. 300,=+,7;0 !
1. 244e+002 1. 839e+001 I. 580e+001 i. 4 ,:,'0_=.4 ,.-:.::)
1.0q3e+002 1. 543e+001 1. 273e+001 1. 500e+001
8. 234e+001 1. 320e+001 i .047e-'-Cx:)l 1. 600e÷C'01
6. #40e+001 I. ] 45e+001 8. 840e+000 1. 700e+0':_!
5. 884e+00 _ I. 0C) 1e+00 .I 7. 496e+0::ir_ 1. 800e+001
,4.972e+001 8. 644e+00(_ 6. 3Zi0e+000 i. 900e÷001
4. 276e+00 ! 7. zi40e+_:_00 5. 447e+000 2. 000.=.+001
3.7C' ie+002[ 6.56¢_e+0C_0........_.72C_e+,'_."x') .-.'_100e+001
3. 16Be+A01 5, 477e+000 4. 034e+000 2. 200e+001
" 7-,6_-001 _ 723e+,'xh0 3. -_,_e+,.'_")O 2. -:Cx';e+r)'ql
5"E3e,+0Al 4. 172e+00::: "_ 977e+000 "_ 400e-_,'x')l
2. ¢)49e+001 3. 492e+000 2.60_e+000 2. 500e+001
1 77Ae+C_0_ '-'92-)e:+r)('_O ,o ,--=.... _-
......... .-. -"_,:,e+Lx.. L) '-. 600e¢00 l
1. 483e_001 2. 647e+000 1. 890e:+0,7)0 2. 700e+001
I. U09e+001 2. ]97e+,:'00 I. 666e+0C)0 2. 800e+00!
1. 15ne+f 01 1. 650e+0,::_,':) 1. 463e,+O'::x) "_ 900e+001
9. 579e+000 1 ,, 7_Ee.+,:}00 ] . 222e+000 3. O00e+,-_C_
B. 742e+0;:_Cl 1.3! le÷009 1. 1 __,5e+000 3. 1")0_-'+('0 i
7. 995e+000 I. 222e, 00(_ I .0 _5_-,.-,-,"c,.]3. 200e+001
7..,.,"-}5e+000 9. 554e-001 9. Cl,:l()e,-00] 3,.300e+0,:) 1
.5. 868_+000 6.3r'6e-Or)l 7. 406e-0,.', 1 "_ l 4GOe+OC_]
5 " _ _ _ _J * r_' _ "I _ ..... q¢) 7. 368e-00 _ 6.78 --,e-('x31 3.50C, e+,:x}1
3. 945e+000 3. 298e-002 4.95_ e-0C;l 3. 600e+0C_
3. 503E-,-000 2. 691 e-O01 4.410e-OC;l 3. 700e+00
3. 055e+000 _ . 028e-001 3. 835e-001 7,,.800e+00 ]
2. 824_*090 5. 250e-002 3. 546e-001 3. 900e+001
2. 638e+000 5. 008_-,7)02 3_,.310e-001 4. 000e+0C_
-' 532e+O0e_ 0. 000e+00_:_ 3.18C_e-Oc'_ 1 4. 100e+001!
2.619e+rx)0 1. 781e-001 :'n.298e-C,01 4. 200e+0 }]
2. 427e+000 6. 148e-001 3. 143e-001 4.3']0e+C_01
1. 519e_0Q0 5. 247_-00_ 2. 019e-00i 4. 400e+001
I. 234e+000 1. 583e-00_ 1. 560e-001 4. 500e+¢x:)l
2. U62c_+000 5. 321e-001 3. 040e-0{)! 4. 600e+001
2. 937e_0O0 9. 815e-001 3. 888e-001 4. 700e+001
2. 593e+000 6. 906e-001 3. 370e-001 4. 800e+001






3. t, 0 C'a + ::; '-___
3. 800E "-0,:' 1
4. 000c'+00 !
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4. 509e+001
4.700 e + ¢),:' 1
4. 900e+00I
5. 100e+001
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g. E TA* ETA " ETA" TORQbE T IPiE TEMP
7-OIEE FOIBE POIBE GEAHS-EM MIN. DES. C
51 -. 972e+000 2.7'?3e+::;gO I, 074e÷000 3. 755e-001 5. 000e_-001 1.2,i0e+002
:52: 3.3%4e+000 3. 139e+000 1. 12_-e+000 4, 188e-001 5. 100e+Onl I, 250e+002
=-._.-, 4. B23e+000 4 .....690e+000 1 125e+C_,:'_0 6 U_,.-,:-t,u1"=- " " 5. 20Oe+00 ! 1. 270_+,-...... ,--
5,$ 6. 376e+000 6. 167e+000 1.61-'e+000 8. 006e-001 5. 300e+00:l J . 29{'_e+002





































Breaking Strength, WARP ................. _ ......... 1
Breaking Strength, FILL ........................... 1
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Hydrogen Assay .................................... I
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Vlsual Inspection ................................. 1
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TGA ............................................... I
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Ash Content ....................................... 2
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lb. Breaking Strength, Ibs/in, FILL




2a. Carbon Assay, %




2b. Hydrogen Assay, %




20. Nitrogen Assay, %
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7b. Moisture Content, X
CTM-53B
-. 099
7c. Ash Content, %
CTM-53B
• 099
8a. Filament diameter, microns, WARP
S.E.M. procedure











8b. Filament diameter, microns, FILL
S.E.M. procedure
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U.S. Polymeric O.E. 71108
FM 5839 NASA LOT# 2 U.S.P. LOT# D09318
PAGE
Resin Content, Soxhlet ............................ 1
Filler Content, Soxhlet ........................... 1
Cloth Content, Soxhlet ............................ 1
Volatile Content .................................. 1
Flow .............................................. 1
Resin Content, Dry Basis .......................... 1
Tack .............................................. 1
Gel Time .......................................... I
Atomic Absorption ................................. 2
Moisture Content .................................. 2
Ash Content ....................................... 2
TGA ............................................... 2
DSC ............................................... 2
Infrared (IRZB) Baseline .......................... 2
Environmental History ............................. 2
Specific Gravity .................................. 2
Tensile Strength .................................. 2
Tensile Modulus ................................... 3
Tensile Elongation ................................ 3
Flexural Strength ................................. 3
Flexural Modulus .................................. 3
Compressive Strength .............................. 3
Compressive Modulus ............................... 3
Double Shear Strength ............................. 4
Barcol Hardness ................................... 4
Residual Volatiles ................................ 4
Resin Content, Pyrolysis .......................... 4
Acetone Extraction ................................ 4
CTE, with ply ..................................... 4
CTE, crossply ..................................... 4
CHARTS
TGA ................................................ 8A - 8B
DSC ................................................ 9A - 9B
Infrared (IRZB} Baseline ........................... 10A - 10B
CTE ............................................... 21A - 21B
PREPREG TESTING
NAS8-36298
U.S. POLYMERIC 0. E. 71108
FM 5839 NASA LOT# 2 U.S.P. LOT# D09318
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NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 13.8




NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 52.5









NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 13.0
3. Flow, 1000 psi, X
PTM-19G
4. Resin Content, Dry basis, X 36.2 40.7
PTM-16F, Type II 34.6 41.7
74.4 41.6
AVG. 35.1 41.3
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 38.2
5. Tack, lbs 15 20
PTM-80 NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 18
6. Gel Time, seconds 29 83
PTM-20E NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 81
HITCO MATERIALS DIVISION
700 E. DYER ROAD, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA92707 * (714) 549-1101 * TWX (910) 595-1130 * FAX # (714) 549-2858-5-2407
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7o. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B
ROLL#1-S ROLL#2-S LOT#2 AVG.
Na 8 I0 9
K 1 2 2
Ca 27 26 27
Mg I 2 2
TOTAL 37 40 39




NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 2.15
7c. Ash Content, X
CTM-53B
.06 .06
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE .06
8. TGA, % Weight Loss at 500-C
CTM-51 (Nitrogen}
7.5 9.4
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 8.5
See chart 8A-8B
9. DSC, "C
CTM-50A First Temp 186
ROLL#1-S ROLL#2-S LOT#2 AVG.
186 186
See Chart 9A-9B




11. Environmental History Dote manufactured: 2 July 1986
Packaged in: MIL-B-131
class I bag
Date shipped: Test lot - not
shipped







NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 1.562
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17. Barcol Hardness, Units
ASTM D-2583
(Average of I0 determinations)
18. Residual Volatiles, %
PTM-98
67.5 69.5





NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 1.28






NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 32.09






NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 5.09
21a. CTE, In/in
PTM-61B
*F with PLY -2.25 .97
.00 .00
AVG. -1.13 .49
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE -.32
21b. CTE, in/in
PTM-61B
*F Cross PLY 5.05 3.01
4.17 3.26
AVG. 4.61 3.14
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 3.87
See Chart 21A-21B
U.S. Polymeric
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TGA ................................................. 6A - 6C
Particle Size Distribution .......................... 7A - 7C
Carbon Content .................................... I
Ash Content ....................................... I
Atomic Absorption ................................. I
Moisture Content .................................. I
Ash Content ....................................... I
pH ................................................ 1
Particle Size, S.E.M. procedure ................... 1
TGA, °C at 50% Loss ............................... I
TGA ............................................... 2
Particle Size Distribution ........................ 2
Particle Size, Horiba ............................. 2
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NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 99.39




AVG. 0.000 0.000 0.002
NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 0.001
3. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B
(Values are average of
2 determinations}
#3A-1 #3A-2 #3A-3 LOT#3
Na 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
K 2.5 1.0 2.0 1.8
Ca 2.5 2.5 2.0 2.3
Mg 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Li 0.0 0.0 o.___o o.__oo
TOTAL 11. • 9.5 10.0 10.2
3m. Moisture Content, Z
CTM-53B
.010 .015 0.000
o_ .020 o. 0_o
AVG. .008 .018 0.000





AVG. .025 .005 .000





AVG. 4.88 4.78 4.82
NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 4.83




AVG. .51 .51 .42
Maximum .99 .88 .85
Minimum .20 .18 .15
Std. Dev .23 .20 .17
NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE SIZE .48
6a. TOA, *C at 50% Loss
CTM-51
864 860 850
NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 858
HITCO MATERIALS DIVISION
700 E. DYER ROAD, ,SANTAANA, CALIFORNIA 92707 * (714) 549-1101 * TWX (910) 595-1130 * FAX # (714) 549-2858-5-2437
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7. Particle Size Distribution
CTM-72
See Charts 7A-7C





AVG. .92 .88 .88
NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE .89
U.S. Polymeric
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U.S. Polymeric O.E. 71108
USP-39A Resin Lot for NASA Lot# 3
PAGE
Resin Solids ...................................... I
Specific Gravity .................................. 1
Brooklield Viscosity .............................. 1
Gel Time .......................................... 1
Atomic Absorption ................................. 1






Phenol Content .................................... 2









RDS ....... w ............................................ 14A
NMR .................................................... 15A
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NAS8-36298
U.S. Polymeric O.E. 71108
USP-39A Resin Mot for NASA Lot# 3







2. Specific Gravity @ 25"C
PTM-29C
1. 181
3. Viscosity, Brookfield, cps. @ 22.8°C
PTM-14C
15,000
4. Gel Time, min:sec
PTM-47B
4:22
5. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B








6. Volatiles, Gas Chromatography
CTM-55
See Charts 6A















11. pN, units 8.2
CTM-1B
_.//_ HITCO MATERIALS DIVISION
700 E. DYER ROAD, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA92707 = (714) 549-1101 • TWX (910) 595-1130 • FAX # (714) 549-2858-5-2407
USP-39A Resin Lot for NASA Lot# 3
12. Phenol Content, %
CTM-55 Appendix 1
13. Chang's Index, ml.
CTM-5B

















Hamld M. Quraishi, Manager
Quality Assurance Department






























GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY STANDARD SOLVENT
TEST METHOD CTM-55





















FIHAL FULL SCALE Mt .=100C 00



























































SAMPLE : USF39R 3-I








PF RET PEAK AREA E:







5 1.70 76001 2.117 2 11151
6 1.80 187200 5.214 2 11145
7 3.30 2984100 8_.II0 2 8585E:















DATA FILE A:F'HENO28.HDR TAKEN 09-05-1986 11:46:23
******** AREA PERCENT REPORT ********
i
*******************************************************************************
* Sample Name: USP39A,3-1,C=6.93 Operator Initials: aGZ *
* Date: 09-05-1986 11:46:23 Method:PHENOLIC DATA FILE: A:PHENO28. PTS .
* Interface: 4 Cycle#: 28 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
* Starting Peak Width: 10 Threshold: .01 *
*******************_*********************_*************************************
* Instrument Type: BECKMAN HPLC Column Type: MICROBONDAPAK C-18 *
* Solvent Description: THF/WATER, 2:1 BY WEIGHT *
* Operating Conditions: R.T., FLOWRATE=I.5 ML/MIN *
* Detector O: 220NM/.5AU Detector I: *
* Misc. Information: LENGTH=25 *
Starting Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
Pk Ret Pea_ Area B Peak Normalized Area/
No. Time Area % L Ht. % Height
o.
2 1.78 89260 53.0494 2 5100 100.000 17.5
3 1.93 25796 15.3310 2 4619 28.899 5.6
4 2.03 53203 31.6196 2 4863 59.604 10.9





























Log Mol Wt -- A + Bx + Cx^2 + Ox^3
A= 2.538977 B = 2. 115815 C= -.5646824
Coefficient of Determination- 0.9902



















Lo9 Mol W_ GPCCALIBRATIONPLOT
18S
--,..





Z.8 3.8 4.0 5.8 6.8












mple Name: USP39A 3-1=2.68 Operator Initials: GBF .
re: 08-05-1986 16:21:21 Method: DATA FILE: A:GPC35.PTS *
terface: 5 Cycle#: 35 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
arting Peak Width: 60 Threshold: 0 *
instrument Type: HPLC/BECKMAN Column Type: ULTRASTYRAGEL 500A *
Solvent Description: THF *
Operating Conditions: T=35C FLOWRATE=2.0ML/MIN *
Detector O: 254NM/.1AU Detector 1: *
Misc. Information: CALIBRATION/GPC *
-ting Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
:bration file: GPCPHEN
_cular Weight Distribution Averages
_line TIMES: 3.85 to 10.00 MW:










Hol gl 5 4 3 2 1 8
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R, Ec,_,eLrics RECAP I!
ep Type :
me+. ry :
erime_,t No. : 4 Semple No. : 1
A FINGERPRINT VISCOSITY PROFILE USP 39A RESIN NASA LOT T-,-!
rator : CP
e end Time : Fridey, AugL',St 15. I_86 -- 1 _:26:35
rating Mode : DYNAMIC
CURE
DISK & PLATE
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U. S0 Polymeric O.E. 71108
PWB-6 Fabric for NASA Lot# 3
PAGE
Breaking Strength, WARP ........................... 1
Breaking Strength, FILL ........................... 1
Carbon Assay ...................................... 1
Hydrogen Assay .................................... I
Nitrogen Assay .................................... 1
ViBual Inspection ................................. I
Specific Gravity .................................. 1
pH................................................ 2
TGA ............................................... 2
Moisture C_ntent .................................. 2
Ash Content ....................................... 2
Filament diameter, WARP ........................... 2
Filament diameter, FILL ........................... 2
Thread Count, WARP ................................ 2
Thread Count, FILL ................................ 3
Areal weight ...................................... 3
Volatiles ......................................... 3
Weight Change on Acetone Wash ..................... 3
CHARTS
Visual Inspection ................................... 3A - 3B







2a. Carbon Assay, %
MDQAI 5560
2b. Hydrogen Assay, %
MDQAI 5560













#3-1 #3-2 LOT3 AVG
PICK 29 28 28.5
CENTER 30 26 28.0
PLAIN 39 25 32.0
AVG. 32.7 26.3 29.5
Ibs/inch, FILL
PICK 29 25 27.0
CENTER 21 29 25.0
PLAIN 28 25 25.5
AVG. 25.3 26.3 25.8
PICK 99.9 99.9 99.9
CENTER 99.9 99.9 99.9
PLAIN 99.7 99.9 99.8
AVG. 99.83 99.9 99.87
PICK .01 -.01 EST .006
CENTER ¢.01 .02 EST .011
PLAIN -.01 -.01 EST .001
AVG. EST .004 EST .007 EST .006
PICK <.1 .1 EST .055
CENTER .1 .1 .100
PLAIN .I .I .100
AVG. EST .07 .1 EST .085
See Charts 3A-3B
PICK 1.7895 1.8435 1.8165
CENTER 1.7511 1.8725 1.8118
PLAIN 1.7103 _.8541 _7822
AVG. 1.750 1.857 1.804
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7a. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B #3-1 #3-2 LOT3 AVG
Ns 6 3 4.5
K 1 1 1.0
Ca 95 139 117.0
Mg I I 1.0
Li _ ___00 0.0
AVG. 103 144 124.0






8e. Filament diameter, microns, WARP









8b. Filament diameter, microns, FILL




























PWB-6 Fabric for NASA Lot# 3



























lOb. Volatlies as received, %
PTM-3A
LEFT .47 .51 .49
CENTER .56 .56 .56
RIGHT .55 .49 .52
AVG. .53 .52 .52
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NASA LOT# 3 U.S.P. LOT# C02139
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Filler Content, Soxhlet ........................... I
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Tack .............................................. 1
Gel Time .......................................... 1
Atomic Absorption ................................. 2
Moisture Content .................................. 2
Ash Content ....................................... 2
TGA ............................................... 2
DSC ............................................... 2
Infrared (IRZB) Baseline .......................... 2
Environmental History ............................. 2
Specific Gravity .................................. 2
Tensile Strength .................................. 2
Tensile Modulus ................................... 3
Tensile Elongation ................................ 3
Flexural Strength ................................. 3
Flexural Modulus .................................. 3
Compressive Strength .............................. 3
Compressive Modulus ............................... 3
Double Shear Strength ............................. 4
Barcol Hardness ................................... 4
Residual Volatiles ................................ 4
Resin Content, Pyrolysis .......................... 4
Acetone Extraction ................................ 4
CTE, with ply ..................................... 4
CTE, crossply ..................................... 4
CHARTS
TGA ................................................ 8A - 8B
DSC ................................................ 9A - 9B
Infrared (IRZB) Baseline ........................... 10A - 10B
CTE ............................................... 21A - 21B
PREPREGTESTING
NASS-36298
U.S. POLYMERIC 0. E. 71108
FM 5839 NASA LOT# 3 U.S.P. LOT# C02139
Page 1 of 4





NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 36.0




NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 14.7




NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 49.3




NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 2.6






NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 15.3
4. Resin Content, Dry basis, % 35.3 34.2
PTM-16F, Type II 35.1 36.7
32.9 37.2
AVG. 34.4 36.0
NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 35.2
5. Tack, Ibs 30 32
PTM-80 NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 31
6. Gel Time, seconds 32 39
PTM-20E NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 36
HITCO MATERIALS DIVISION
700 E DYER ROAD. SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA92707 * (714) 549-1101 * TWX (910) 595-1130 * FAX # (714) 549-2858-5-2407
Page 2 of 4
FM 5839 NASA LOT# 3 U.S.P. LOT# C02139
7a. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B
ROLL#1-S ROLL#2-S LOT#3 AVG.
Na 7 8 8
K 1 I 1
Ca 34 19 27
Mg 2 8 5
TOTAL 44 36 40




NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 1.94
7o. Ash Content, %
CTM-53B
.24 .27
NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE .25
8. TGA, % Weight Loss st 500°C
CTM-51 (Nitrogen}
8.9 9.1
NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 9.0
See chart 8A-SB
9. DSC, *C
CTM-50A First Temp 183
ROLL#I-S ROLL#2-S LOT#3 AVG.
184 184
See Chart 9A-9B




11. Environmental History Date manufactured: 2 May 1986
Packaged in: MIL-B-131
class I bag
Date shipped: Test lot - not
shipped







NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 1.567
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FM 5839 NASA LOT# 3 U.S.P. LOT# C02139










NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 3.76
17. Earcol Hardness, Units
ASTM D-2583
(Average of 10 determinations}
70.5 72.5
NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 71.5






NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 1.82






NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 32.07






NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 3.55





NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE -.72





NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 8.11
See Chart 21A-21B
U.S. Polymeric
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U.S. Polymeric O.E. 21108
Filler Lot for NASA Lot# 5
PAGE
Carbon Content .................................... 1
Ash Content ....................................... 1
Atomic Absorptlon ................................. 1
Moisture Content ...... _ ........................... 1
Ash Content ....................................... 1
pH..............o...o..........o.o.o...o...o.....o 1
Particle Size, S.E.M. procedure ................... 1
TGA, *C at 50% Loss ............................... 1
TGA ............................................... 2
Particle Size Distribution ........................ 2
Particle Size, Horlba ............................. 2
CHARTS
TGA ................................................. 6A - 6C




U.S. POLYMERIC O.E. 71108
Filler Dot _or _6SA Lot# 5





NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 99.30




AVG. 0.000 0.008 0.012
NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 0.007
. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B







3a. Moisture Content, % .010 .000 .000
CTM-53B ,_.0_3! .0oo .000
AVG. .016 .000 .000
NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE .005
3b. Ash Content, X 0.000 0.010 0.025
CTM-53B _.015 _.015 0.0_0
AVG. 0.008 0.013 0.018
NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 0.013
. pH, Units 5.25 5.55 5.55
ASTM D1512 5.40 5.50 5.60
AVG. 5.32 5.52 5.58
NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 5.47
. Particle Slze, microns AVG. .50 .45 .50
S.E.M. procedure Maximum .99 .79 .88
(Average values are Minimum .16 .20 .20
o£ 20 determinations) Std. Dev .27 .15 .19
NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE SIZE .48
6a. TGA, *C at 50% Loss
CTM-51
837 870 880
NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 862
HITCO MATERIALS DIVISION
700 E. DYER ROAD, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA 92707 * (714) 549-1101 * _ (910) 595-1130 * FAX # (714) 549-2858-5-2437
#5A-I #5A-2 #5A-3 LOT#5
AVG._.
Na 18.5 18. • 19.0 18.5
K 2.0 2.0 2.5 2.2
2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.____o 0.0 0.0 0.0
22.5 22. • 23.5 22.7




7. Particle Size Distribution
CTM-72
See Charts 7A-7C
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U.S. Polymeric
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Resin Lot for NASA Lot# 5
PAGE
Resin Solids ...................................... 1
Speclflc Gravlty .................................. 1
Brookiield Viscosity .............................. 1
Gel Time .......................................... 1
Atomic Absorption ................................. 1





Phenol Content .................................... 2











I. Resin Sollds, %
PTM-TC




U.S. Polymeric O.E. 71108
USP-39A Resin Lot for NASA Lot# 5
3. Viscosity, Brookfield, cps. @ 22.8°C
PTM-14C
4. Gel Time, min:sec
PTM-47B
5. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B
(Valves are averages of
one determination)
6. Volatiles, Gas Chromatography
CTM-55
7. TGA, % Weight Loss at 500"C
CTM-51 (AIR)




























II. pH, units 8.3
CTM-1B
._ HITC_.,OMATERIALS DIVISION700 E. DYER ROAD, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA 92707 • (714) 549-1101 • TWX (910) 595-1130 • FAX # (714) 549-2858-5-2407
USP-39A Resin Lot for NASA Lot# 5
12. Phenol Content, %
CTM-55 Appendix 1
13. Chang'e Index, ml.
CTM-5B


















Hamid M. Quraishi, Manager
Quality Assurance Department



























Solvent "T"I'-I_ . J
T
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY STANDARD SOLVENT
TEST METHOD CTM-55













































































































PK RET PEAK AREA
NO. TIME AREA %
3 1.65 113540
4 2.90 1265100


















































SCALE, ° C/in ._t




SCALE, oC/in _,0 /'_._
[mcal/sec]/_n__
WEIGHT, mg 9, (_
REFERENCE
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******** AREA PERCENT REPORT ****--***
Sample Name: USP39A,5-I,C=6.89 Operator Initials: OGZ .
)ate: 09-05-1986 12:21:10 Method:PHENOLIC DATA FILE: A:PHENO30. PTS *
interface: 4 Cycle#: 30 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
Starting PeaL: Width: 10 Threshold: .01 *
Instrument Type: BECKMAN HPLC Column Type: MICROBONDAPAK C-18 *
Solvent Description: THF/WATER, 2:1 BY WEIGHT *
Operating Conditions: R.T., FLOWRATE=I.5 ML/MIN *
Detector 0: 220NM/.5AU Detector 1: *
Misc. Information: LENGTH=25 *
_rting Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
Ret Peak Area B Peak Normalized Area/
Tim_ Area % L Ht. , % Height
1.80 87265 52.6720 2 4839 100.[)00 18.0
2.07 78411 47.3281 2 4724 89.854 16.6

























































Lo9 Mol Wt = A + B× + Cx^2 + Dx'3
A= 2.538977 B= 2.115815 C= -.5646824
Coefficient of Determination: 0.9902































TA FILE A:GPC40.HDR TAKEN 08-06-1986 13:33:08
-,_- -*- -*-- -*- -*- -*- -*- * GF'C REF'(.3RT .._- -.- --v,--.-. --x---.- -x,-
Sample Name: USF'39A 5-IIC Operator Initials: GBF *
Date: 08-06-1986 13:23:35 Method: DATA FILE: A:GPC40. PTS *
Inter face: 5 Cycle#: 40 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
Starting Peak Width: 60 Threshold: 0 *
Instrument Type: HPLC/BECKMAN Column Type: ULTRASTYRAGEL 500A *
Solvent Description: THF *
Operating Conditions: T=35C FLOWRATE=2.0ML/MIN *
Detector 0: 254NM/.IAU Detector I: *
Misc. Information: CALIBRATION/GPC *
******************************************************************************
arting Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
_libratior, file: GPCPHEN
,lecular Weight Distribution Averages
_seline'_IMES: 3.85 to







10.00 MW: 22295 to 2
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xperiment No. : i Sample No. : 1
itle:
AEA FIMEEF_FRINT VISCOSITY PROFILE USF' 39ARESIN NASA LOT5-1 (B-351)
perator :CP
ate and T._me : Friday, August 15, 1986 - 4.0:1-_..:0!
perating Mode : DYNAMIC °
weep Type : CURE










1 C; I-- _ ,._ -_ ,-,, _, -/_'.8__+t,O_.




























3 _.-I 1 "_== ....
-: 1. 143e+0:7_I






















































































































































































































































6.300 e + 001

































-___ PINGEP:mPINT ",,:IT:C_SITY PF.,'Om-TLE USF ....... "- " _,JAS;_ (r_-_.Jl)
40. ETA* ET_ ' ETA" TORQUE T IPIE
F'OISE F O!SE F OISE GRA' :S-CM MIN.
51 3. 662e+000 2. 895e+b00 2. 243e+000 4. 582e-00 i 5.00,:_e+001
52 3. 809e+000 3,23ae+0C_0 2.0 ! Ie+000 4.76& _=-::,01 5. 1(x-le+,:x:_1
53 3. 423e _000 2. 945e+000 1 .746e+000 4. 257r-O,J'l 5. 200e+001
54 4. 720e+000 4.33_-1,e+000 !. 870e+0::,0 5. #Ozle-O01 _. 300e+001
55 7.517e+O00 7. 059e+000 2.5S_ -e_-rh:hZi 9 •413e-001 5. aOOe_-O01
56 1 .248e+C'O 1 _ . !6;:)o-0,:I1 4.601 e+C,'O0 1. 562e+0 _.'x} 5. 500e+001
57 2. 466e+001 2. 256e+001 9. 953e+000 3. 038_+000 5. 600e+001
58 6.417_+001 5. 123b+_0 ! 3. 864e+CXT_ ! G. 038E +,.'iEX:_5. 700e+001
59 3. _'26e+002 1. 400e+002 3. 668e+002 4. 919e_-001 5. 600e+001













































Breaking Strength, WARP ........................... 1
Breaking Strength, FILL ........................... 1
Carbon Assay ...................................... 1
Hydrogen Assay .................................... 1
Nitrogen Assay .................................... 1
Visual Inspection ................................. 1
Specific Gravity .................................. 1
pH ................................................ 2
TGA ............................................... 2
Atomic Absorption ................................. 2
Moisture Content .................................. 2
Ash Content ....................................... 2
Filament diameter, WARP ........................... 2
Filament diameter, FILL ........................... 2
Thread Count, WARP ................................ 2
Thread Count, FILL ................................ 3
Areal weight ...................................... 3
Volatiles ......................................... 3
Weight Change on Acetone Wash ..................... 3
CHARTS
Visual Inspection ................................... 3A - 3B





2a. Carbon Assay, %
MDQAI 5560
2b. Hydrogen Assay, X
MDQAI 5560








U.S. POLYMERIC O.E. 71108
pWB-6 Fabric for NASA Lot# 5
Ibs/in, WARP
#5-1 #5-2 LOT5 AVG
PICK 28 32 30.0
CENTER 28 30 29.0
PLAIN 3._.33 2_.8.8 30.5










PICK 99.6 99.9 99.75
CENTER 99.9 99.9 99.90
PLAIN _9.9 99.9 99.90
AVG. 99.8 99.9 99.85
PICK <.01 <.01 EST .001
CENTER <.01 <.01 EST .001
PLAIN <.01 .01 EST .006
AVG. EST .001 EST .004 EST .003
Units
PICK .2 .1 .150
CENTER .1 .1 .100
PLAIN <..._1.1 ,1 _ST .055
AVG. EST .10 .1 EST .102
See Charts 3A-3B






700 E. DYER ROAD, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA 92707 * (714) 549-1101 * TWX (910) 595-1130 * FAX # (714) 549-2858-5-2407
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7b. Moisture Content, %
CTM-53B
.005 -.005 .000
7c. Ash Content, %
CTM-53B
.025 .025 .025
80. Filament diameter, microns, WARP
S.E.M. (Diameters are an average of 10 measurements}
AVERAGE 8.90 9.42 9.16
Minimum 7.55 8.60 7.55
Maximum I0.00 I0. I0 I0. I0
Std. Dev 0.84 0.54 0.74
8b. Filament diameter, microns, FILL



























PWB-6 Fabric for NASA Lot# 5
9b. Thread Count, per inch, FILL
PTM-5A
AVG.





27 27 27. O
26.4 26.6 26.5










lOb. Volatiles as received, X
PTM-3A
LEFT .69 .72 .70
CENTER .57 .63 .60
RIGHT .54 .62 .58
AVG. .60 .65 .63






-. 23 -. 16
-. 09 -. 02
-. 13 -.07
-. 15 -.08
Page 3 of 3
U.S. Polymeric
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U.S. Polymeric O.E. 71108
FM 5839 NASA LOT# 5 U.S.P. LOT# D09338
PAGE
Resin Content, Soxhlet ............................ 1
Filler Content, Soxhlet ........................... 1
Cloth Content, Soxhlet ............................ 1
Volatile Content .................................. 1
Flow .............................................. 1
Resin Content, Dry Basis .......................... 1
Tack .............................................. 1
Gel Time .......................................... 1
Atomic Absorption ................................. 2
Moisture Content .................................. 2
Ash Content ....................................... 2
TGA ............................................... 2
DSC ............................................... 2
Infrared (IRZB) Baseline .......................... 2
Environmental History ............................. 2
Specific Gravity .................................. 2
Tensile Strength .................................. 2
Tensile Modulus ................................... 3
Tensile Elongation ................................ 3
Flexural Strength ................................. 3
Flexural Modulus .................................. 3
Compressive Strength .............................. 3
Compressive Modulus ............................... 3
Double Shear Strength ............................. 4
Barcol Hardness ................................... 4
Residual Volatiles ................................ 4
Resin Content_ Pyr_lysls .......................... 4
Acetone Extraction ................................ 4
CTE, with ply ..................................... 4
CTE, crossply ..................................... 4
CHARTS
TGA ...................... 8A- 8B
:..::...::::..::...:::: 9^ 9B
Infrared (IRZB} Baseline ........................... 10A - 10B
CTE ............................................... 21A - 21B
PREPREGTESTING
NAS8-36298
U.S. POLYMERIC 0. E. 71108
FM 5839 NASA LOT# 5 U.S.P. LOT# D09338
Page 1 of 4





NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 34.0




NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 15.0




NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 51.1




NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 2.2






NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 8.8
4. Resin Content, Dry basis, _ 37.0 32.6
PTM-16F, Type II 37.5 35.9
37.5 35.___!
AVG. 37.3 34.6
NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 36.0
5. Tack, Ibs II 8
PTM-80 NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE I0
6. Gel Time, seconds 86 59
PTM-20E NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 73
HITCO MATERIALS DIVISION
700 E. DYER ROAD, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA92707 * (714) 549-1101 * TWX (910) 595-1130 * FAX # (714) 549-2858-5-2407
Page 2 of 4
FM 5839 NASA LOT# 5 U.S.P. LOT# D09338
7a. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B
_OLL#1-S ROLL#2-S LOT#5 AVG.
Na 20 21 21
K 2 3 3
Ca I0 11 11
Mg 2 2 2
Li 0 _00 _00





NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 2.06
7o. Ash Content, %
CTM-53B
.05 .05
NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE .05
8. TGA, % Weight Loss at 500°C
CTM-51 (Nitrogen)
8.9 9.5
NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 9.2
See chart 8A-SB
9. DSC, "C
CTM-50A First Temp 184
ROLL#1-S ROLL#2-S LOT#5 AVG.
183 184
See Chart 9A-9B




11. Environmental History Date manufactured: 25 July 1986
Packaged in: MIL-B-131
class I bag
Date shipped: Test lot - not
shipped







NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 1.551
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FM 5839 NASA LOT# 5
16. Double Shear Strength, ksl
FTMS 406-1041A
17. Barcol Hardness, Units
ASTM D-2583
(Average of I0 determinations}
18. Residual Volatlles, %
PTM-98
19. Resin Content, Pyrolysls, %
CTM-14B
20. Acetone Extractlon, %
CTM-18A
21a. CTE, in/In °F with PLY
PTM-61B
21b. CTE, In/in *F Cross PLY
PTM-61B




































NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 6.02
See Chart 21A-21B
U.S. Polymeric
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U.S. Polymeric O.E. 71108
Filler Lot for NASA Lot# 2
PAGE
Carbon Content .................................... 1
Ash Content ....................................... 1
Atomic Absorption ................................. 1
Moisture Content .................................. I
Ash Content ....................................... 1
pH. oooommoseoooDo..ooeooooooooo.oooeoo.oooo.oo**** 1
P==rticle Sizep S.E.M. procedure ................... 1
TGA, *C ==t 50% Loss ............................... 1
TGA ............................................... 2
P==rtlcle Size Distribution ........................ 2
P==rtlcle Size, Horlb== ............................. 2
CHARTS
TGA ................................................. 6A - 6C
Particle Size Distribution .......................... 7A - 7C
Page I of 2
FILLER TESTING
NAS8-36298
U.S. POLYMERIC O.E. 71108
Filler Lo_ for NASA hot#





NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 99.30




AVG. 0. • 0. • 0. •
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 0. •
3. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B
(Values are average of
2 determinations)
#2A-1 #2A-2 #2A-3 LOT#2
AVG.
Na 7.0 7.5 9.0 7.8
K 1.5 1.0 2.5 1.7
Ca 2.5 1.5 2.0 2.0
Mg 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Li 0.0 0.___00 0.0 0.___00
TOTAL 11.0 10.0 13.5 11.5




AVG. .036 .027 .042
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE .035




AVG. 0.003 0.013 0.008





AVG. 4.60 4.50 4.60
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 4.57




AVG. .56 .57 .52
Maximum .90 1.25 1.17
Minimum .23 .20 .25
Std. Dev .22 .28 .24
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE SIZE .55
6a. TGA, "C at 50% Loss
CTM-51
842 850 857
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 850
HITCO MATERIALS DIVISION
700 E. DYER ROAD, SANTA ANA. CALIFORNIA 92707 * (714) 54_1101 • TWX (910) 59_1130 • FAX # (714) 54_285_2437
Page 2 ot 2




7. Particle Size Distribution
CTM-72
See Charts 7A-7C





AVG. .86 1.02 .94
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE .94
U.S. Polymeric
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U.S. Polymeric O.E. 71108
USP-39A Resin Lot for NASA Lot# 2
PAGE
Resin Solids ...................................... 1
Specific Gravity .................................. I
Brookfleld Viscosity .............................. 1
Gel Time .......................................... 1
Atomic Absorption ................................. i






Phenol Content .................................... 2




Gas Chromatography 6A - 6Bmoe.oleoooooo.o,ooooB,eoJoo.,,o.oo
TGA ................................................. 7A - 7B
DSC ................................................. 8A - 8B
HPLC ................................................ 9A - 9B
GPC ................................................. 10A - 10B
RDS ................................................. 14A - 14B
NMR ................................................. 15A - 15B
I. Resin Solids, %
PTM-7C





U.S. Polymeric O.E. 71108






Lot# 2 AVERAGE 79.1
1.189 1.193
Lot# 2 AVERAGE 1.191
3. Viscosity, Brookfield, cps. @ 22.8"C 17,400 16,800
PTH-14C Lot# 2 AVERAGE 17,100
4. Gel Time, min:sec
PTM-47B
4:00 4:20
Lot# 2 AVERAGE 4:10
5. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B
(Values are averages of
four determinations)
of 2
6. Volatlles, Gas Chromatography
CTM-55
#2-1 #2-2 LOT2 AVG
Na 25.0 20.8 22.9
K 1.0 0.5 0.8
Ca 7.5 7.0 7.3
Mg 2.0 2.0 2.0
Li 0.0 0.0 0.0
AVG. 35.5 30.3 32.9




Lot# 2 AVERAGE 38.8












Lot# 2 AVERAGE 1716
See Chart IOA-IOB
HITCO MATERIALS DIVISION700 E. DYER ROAD, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA 92707 ° (714) 549-1101 . TWX (910) 595-1130 . FAX # (714) 549-2858-5-2407
11. pH, units
CTM-1B
12. Phenol Content, %
CTM-55 Appendix 1
13. Chang's Index, ml.
CTM-SB
USP-39A Resin Lot for NASA Lot# 2
14. RDS, Minimum Viscosity, cps.
CTM-57A










Lot# 2 AVERAGE 13.30
23.6 23.8












Hamld M. guralship Manager
Quality Assurance Department







It. J .... <'3,1
Suppott_




















Solvent _'L_ _ I
Co.cn._ _
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY STANDARD SOLVENT
TEST METHOD CTM-55














NOTE: THF WAS USED TO DILUTE THE RESIN SAMPLES,
ORIGINAI] PAC,-E IS
OF. I:_OK QUAI.,rI'_C





--INAL FULL SCALE MV.=!OO0 O0
SRt_F:LE : "" ,..-LI.:,r'39A ;' 1







PUN TIME 30.00 MINLITES
DELPY T" E: 0 00
C.HAN : ,,
AFT "'-"At-' RI;'E A B
TIME -- Eft ;. L
5 1 c5
E. I .78
7 27..30 3335700 81
; 5. OE' 6873
':' 5 55 5751
11 6 S:-'. 42E'.2
"d_ -1.2 t" 5., 1 l _-_1
i_ i i. TO 157-',-:
_5 16.27 I;-6
34 21 ?:5 E :.;,'-;0
3,'Y, 22 O0 7T-:-:60
-F_54 075 S
,".:'., 30 1 ....3 Z









1 . 6E7 2
8. 766 2
TOTP' RP:ER= 40 F-_:_'45 E
THPE-,HOLD= 1
P_If-' FI WIDTH= 15




























PUN TIME: 30.00 MINUTES
DELAY TIME: 0.00
C:HAN: 0
PK PET PERK AREA E:
NO. TIME AREA _; L
PEAt.
HT.
5 1 65 79730 1.965 2
6 1.78 201690 4.972 2
7 3 30 3335700 82.225 3
19 11.70 13778 .340 3
34 21.85 68060 1.678 2
35 22.00 357860 8.821 2
TOTAL RPEA= 4056818
THRESHOLD= I
















































































8RMF'LE LIS r39Fi 2-2




F.:UN TIME: 30.00 MINUTES
DELAY TIME 0 00
CHRN - 0
PK PET PERK AREA E:
NO TIME AREA % L
5 1.69 298230 6.742 2
6 3.38 3695300 833.542 3
34 21 88 53228 1.20F 2












































PART NO. 990088 Cl-_ _
RUN NO_ OA_E_
OPERATOR_





SCALE, _C/an 50 ISCALE,

























0 50 100 150 2OO
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DATA FILE A:PHENO20. HDR TAKEN 09-01-1986 15:13:56
******** AREA PERCENT REF'ORT ********
******************************************************************************
* Sample Name: USP39A,2-1,C=5.555 Operator Initials: JGZ
* Date: 09-01-1986 15:13:56 Method:PHENOLIC DATA FILE: A:PHENO20.PTS
* Interface: 4 Cycle#: 20 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A.
* Starting Peak Width: 10 Threshold: .01
******************************************************************************
* Instrument Type: BECKMAN HPLC Column Type: MICROBONDAPAK C-18
* Solvent Description: THF/WATER, 2:1 BY WEIGHT
* Operating Conditions: R.T., FLOWRATE=I.5 ML/MIN
* Detector O: 220NM/.5AU Detector 1:
* Misc. Information: LENGTH=25
******************************************************************************
Starting Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
Pk Ret Peak Area B Peak Normalized Area/
No. Time Area % L Ht. % Height
1_ 0.73 225b 1.2208 1 562 2.392 4.0
2 1.82 94314 51.0355 2 5417 100.00c) 17.4
3 1.97 29598 16.0160 2 5094 31.382 5.8
4 2.07 58633 31.7278 2 5278 62.168 11.1




































DATA FILE A:PHENO27.HDR TAKEN 09-05-1986 11:31:38
******** AREA PERCENT REF'ORT ********
*******************************************************************************
* Sample Name: USP39A,2-2,C=6.99 Operator Initials: JGZ
* Date: 09-05-1986 11:31:38 Method:PHENOLIC DATA FILE: A:PHENO27.F'TS
* Interface: 4 Cycle#: 27 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A.
* Starting Peak Width: 10 Threshold: .01
*******************************************************************************
* Instrument Type: BECKMAN HPLC Column Type: MICROBONDAPAK C-18
* Solvent Description: THF/WATER, 2:1 BY WEIGHT
* Operating Conditions: R.T., FLOWRATE=I.5 ML/MIN
* Detector 0: 220NM/.5AU Detector I:
* Misc. Information: LENGTH=25
Starting Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
Pk Ret Peak Area B Peak Normalized Area/
No. Tim_ Area % L Ht. % Height
2 1.82 96860 53.0012 2 5305 100.000 18.3
3 1.97 28712 15.7109 2 4980 29.643 5.8
4 2.07 57179 31.2879 2 5119 59.032 11.2



























Log Mol Wt = A + Bx + Cx^2 + Dx^3
A= 2.538977 B= 2.115815 C= -.5646824
Coefficient of Determination: 0.9902



























I I ! ! I
2.9 3.9 4.0 5.0 6.0
Betention Ti,,e or Pol,,,,e
?.8 8.0
CHART.IOA
ATA FILE A:GPC33.HDR TAKEN 08-05-1986 17:47:28
Sample Name: USP39A 2-1=2.68 Operator Initials: GBF *
Date: 08-05-1986 15:48:25 Method: DATA FILE: A:GPC33.PTS .
Interface: 5 Cycle#: 33 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
Starting Peak Width: 60 Threshold: 0 *
******************************************************************************
Instrument Type: HPLC/BECKMAN Column Type: ULTRASTYRAGEL 500A *
Solvent Description: THF *
Operating Conditions: T=35C FLOWRATE=2.0ML/MIN *
Detector O: 254NM/.1AU Detector 1: *
Misc. Information: CALIBRATION/GPC *
*******************************************************************************
tarring Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
:alibration file: GPCPHEN
iolecular Weight Distribution Averages
:aseline TIMES: 3.85 to







10.00 MW: 22295 to 2
10.00 MW: 22295 to 2
4
le










IA FILE A:GPC34.HDR TAKEN 08-05-1986 17:50:20
******** GF'C REF'(]RT ********
Sample Name: USP39A 2 2 2.68 Operator Initials: GBF *
]ate: £)8-05-1986 16:04:45 Method: DATA FILE: A:GPC34.PTS .
Interface: 5 Cycle#: 34 Channel#: O Vial#: N.A. *
Starting F'eak Width: 60 Threshold: 0 *
*****************************************************************************
Instrument Type: HPLC/BECKMAN Column Type: ULTRASTYRAGEL 5C,0A *
Solvent Description: THF *
Operating Conditions: T=35C FLOWRATE=2.0ML/MIN *
Detector 0: 254NM/.IAU Detector I: *
Misc. InformatiDn: CALIBRATION/GPC *
arting Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
libration file: GPCPHEN
lecular Weight Distribution Averages
seline TIMES: 3.85 to 10.00 MW:








10.00 MW: 22295 to 2
_rea Lo9Mo] Wt vs. #reax-Cu_x Cu=
2.? 188
Hol _t 5 4 3 2 1






















IIIII I I .d _1 IIIIII I I I hllll I I I hllll I I I hllll I I I I_
,r--m- _ r-.Rheometr_c __ Fr_L_r I
_ri_ n,er_t No. : _" S_mp]e No. : 1
le:
A FINGERPRINT VISCOSITY PROFILE USP _QA PESII ,# NASA LOT2-1
_at_rr :CP
__ and Time : Friday, Augu__t J5, 1986 - _2.30:_7
ae
r_ting Mode : DVWAMIC
ep Type : CURE
merry : DISK _, F'LATE
RAD_ US : -_J._00






5,-'_FI';E_ERFFIHT VISCOSIT¢ i:'RE.gI'- USF -59A F ESIN N#,BA I _T-'--I
ETA* ETA ' ETA" 70F_QUE T I ME
F'O _T__ PO I SE F'O ,TSE _::P-.P'AM=--r'_-,,._ _,: i't _.N.
1 --'._"489e+00_ --.'_ 4 _-2_:__ " ,--_. 4. _a,,'_--_"_'_I_. 3. !72e--002 _:.'_C100e--001
":' "_ 642 ......'5,',X 2. 641e+C_r'3 4 r;8_p+."x-_l 3. X7,h_+r,',_ ! 000e-,-000
3 _._"42_;_*0':.','_. _ .'.'_42_e+(,_')_.., 7. 15qe+Cx]l..... 3. C,_ Ye÷'}(_2 2. Or, Oe+(,-x,
4 2. 051e+003 2. 051 e+003 3. 626e.001 2. 607e+002 3.00Oe+000
5 J . 636e+0C}3 1. 636e+003 _. 6 J 2e+O01 2. 076e_-(:'02 4. 000e+000
6 1 . -8-,e+UO_, 1 2_2e+0,::3 3 520e+001 1. e_.... ,__ .... • 5. 000c.+000
7 _. _57e+002 9. 849e+002 3. 027e'001 I. 245e+002 6. 000e+000
8 7. _;_,Je+O J.,: 7. =='" " ""_ . .,J_; .,e+,) ).. _" 754e+0(')I 9 537e+001 7 000e+000
9 5.7_=6e+002 5. 790e+002 2.59 Be*,:',::i 7. 296e+001 8. 000e+OCx]
10 4. 479e *002 4. 473e+002 2,357e+001 5. 638e+001 9. C_O(_e_-D':'.:_
i 3. 477e+002 3. 469e+002 2_ P6ee_-,>C;l 4. 376e+::'01 I ._'_OOe+001
• ,a. 715e+002 2.7;'_6e+002 "_ 17 .[ e._-',:)O 1 _,. 4 i 4e,-C_01 t. 100e+001
.. ,-% J- •1_, -. !36c+002 n 126e--0c32 2.0a4 e+O(_ ! 2.6_=6e+':,0 -I I .2CiAe*OC_ !
14 ,.'B93e+002 1 .___'.÷u,v,_'_q-_- " "i"_ -._056e+001 _.? 126=.-_,::x:_1 1.3"_r_e+00_ 1
15 I. 371 e+0C,2 I ._-:.56e+0C,2 2.031 e+C,C)I 1.72_e+0C! i .,_.::',:_+,:u'i1
16 1. 1 !0e+002 1. 094e+0C_2 !. 8ege+001 ! ,-i74e+001 1.5r'Oe+001
17 9. ,-)a_ e+O01 8.87ee+Oq I i. 708e÷().) 1 1. 1_35e+(_01 1. 600e+0(: 1
18 7. 470e_-00 ! 7.3,Z _-,e+,':, :i 1. 478e+001 "_.39-_e+000 1.7':_0e+001
19 6 -4ce+.,ul 6 1J 6e+0,-)I t 2_qC_e+,',C,_ 7.8a_e+c;O0 1 8::)Oe+O01
20 5. 336:_+001 5. 221 e+O01 1. 105e+001 6. 692e+0 }0 1, _00e+001
21 4 60a,_+<X'_l 4 506e+001 9.4XTe+OC,_ 5.777e+000 "_ C;00e+O01
22 x. _75e+00 l U. 897e_': ':, ._ 7. 82_e+0:::'0 a.. '.-7-3.5e+'::x:'O 2. 100e_-0'} 1
23 U. 4!_e+C A1 3. 357e÷C,,-,_ 6.4._=0_, -_ :'00 4.29 l e+OOO 2.20t'_e+001
2a 2. 971e+00 [ 2. Wl 6e+001 5.717e+O':)O 3.73 [e+O00 2.30C)e+'-' 7'i
25 "_ 57±e+,:,01 _ 57-,_+;',01 5.
..i, -". --...... 12-_e+':-")t'u])3.,---'-:"c4_+;')(>")........ 2. Zl(')F)e"i"_ )..__
2.6 2.2--0e_0'31 2. 1 _ I e+O01 4. 110e-O00 - . _OOe+Or.'O 2. 500'-3.00!
27 1 . _'40e_-C,O1 ! . 9,->7e+_01 7. 540e+,:u.',,"' -" _7,4e_-0,:,C _ 2.60C'e+C,(_!
_:q._ I . _0e-0;3 _ 1 . 657e+:7'01 .7.. 2_:-_ _-_"":{"_ _ . . _ ,.._. 1 _-..t e+000 _._..7{'q,r:-O,:_ 1
29 1 . q E_,.')b-_O0 i 1 . 45"Ze+,':_.31 2..-2_ i 6e .-,:,.:,() ,t . 857e+000 2.80(-:e+O01
30 1 . 3.28e+001 1.2-_ _.e+001 2.741 e÷00:'l 1. 667'.:,+-: ,0 2_ 9'.:x:;e _C'01
3! 1 . .I 25,_+.';,:" i 1 . :105e.+r,.} 1 2. 093e+000 1 . 411 e+000 3. 000e+001
32 i. _',':'7cc,+001 9.917e+ 0,:, 7' 1.751 e-_':_00 1..26,!e+000 3. 10.3e+00
33 9. 1 _5e_000 9.05,'_e+Orx:_ 1. 573e?÷.'n3.'_ _ . 15"2_--+000 3. 200_-='::x:: !
34 7. _12e+000 7. 827e+000 1. 152e+000 9. _3,:'c-00! 3. 300e+001
35 7. I ?Ze*O00 7. 145e+000 8. 1qSw-O::,'J 9. _'_-'e-OC, l 3. zC;,r,e+;:,'O1
.36 6 315e+000 6 .... """ ...........• . ,8_,_+:._,.L, B Vl6_-C:r:l 7.9_Se-:'x'_! 3 50'9e+001
37 5.6C:-_e+000 5. 600e+0C'0 3.20 !e-.Z'O1 7. 044e-001 E. 600e+OC'l
T_ 4. 670e+000 4. 658e+C-90 3. 331e-001 5.96C_,-0C_I 3. 700e+001
-_9 4. 120e+000 4. 120e,-000 0.00 ::e+OAO 5. 175e-00! 3. BOOe+001
40 3. a7C_e+O0_ 3 470e+00C_ zt =- ..... -_ -- r',,', ,-, -...... U / e-uU" 4. 352_ .... :',01 ,_.. ¢;' ..... e+,_,U 1
,11 "2. 989e+000 __."8S #,,_+C'¢:'0 0 . 000e-_(x}O. 3 . 627e-001 4 . ".P";.• _:....• .'_"),1
42 "__.743e+000_ __.'_724e+000 3. _E::'__-001 3.445e-001 4. 100e_-00!
4._-5 2. 657e+000 _:'_.,_ 1e+000 6. Ul 0e-001 3.7,35e-001 4.2r)0_+()01....
44 o. 102e _;)Cx:_ 2 .053e+000 zl.494e-001 ,.'_642e-rx'_i.. 4 .300e+.901
a5 1 906e+00c_ _ o= ..... . - ......... e+ux)O 4 519e-001 o394e-001 a 400e+00!
-'__:_ I . 7"_"_+ m,-i-._ .,, 1 . _,-'-"_-.,., .."_-_;-',_ 4 . 072s-001 2 . 162e-C:01 zi.. 500e+001
a.7 ,",":.c,__-r,.',r _ 202_+00C_ 6 =_- ''1 .;: ........• .-... .. .. .. -..... L.e--,.iL) '-.E_m,le-r)O ! 4.6t";r)e+C)C_I
4'-3 _..'_627o+00r_ -.'_ 56_'_,_-0Cn'_ 5 . 5'37_-001 -_. 301 e-O :,' _. "4 . 700e+00!
49 2. S83e+::>00 2.78_'5.e+000 7. 547e-001 3.621 e-001 4. 800e+001
5Ci 3. 024.'_---.:,00 2. 'B:3e+00,:i 1. 135e _000 -_.799e-001 4. 900e+001
-VE[lC,
DEG. C
2 .. _': '- _+ 0,: I
2. _,: 1'_--,':, :, !
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1 . ,}a(';e+Or) 2
1 . 0 b 0 e + 0,-: 2
I .C'_0e+0C_2
1 . 1 C::" -' '- 0 C 2





I "_• , 1C,'e+002
ORIGIN'AL PAC_ IS
OF POOR QUALl'l"36
_Z_-.'GEF,'_'RZ'_TVISCOSITY PROFILE USP 37A RESIN NASA LOT2-1
E'rA* ETA ' ETA" TORQUE T IME TE_'IC'
POIEE POISE FOISE G_,_:,MS-C M MIN. 2EG_ C
: 2.6_!2e+000 2. 503e+000 8. 451 e-O01 3. 320e-001 5. 000e_-001 I. 23©_-._-002
] 3. 438e+000 3. 279e+000 1. 035_-000 4. 316e-001 5. lOOe+001 I. 250e+002
S 4. 448e_-000 4. 263e+000 1.26_e+000 5.5:_:__e-001 5. 200e+O01 I. 270e_-002
; 5. 984e+000 5. 761e+000 I. 618e+000 7. 514e-001 5. 300e+001 1. 290e+002
9.317e+000 8._88e+000 2.454e+:00 I. 171e+O00 5.400e+00! 1.310e+002
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_-iment No. : .'5 Sample No. : i
FINGERPRINT VISCOSITY PROFILE USP 39A RESIN NASA LOT2-2
-ator :CF'
e and Time : Friday, ALLgust 15, 1986 -- 13:50:53
"ating Mode : DYNAMIC
_p Type : CURE
,etry : DISK & PLATE
RADIUS : 25. O0






F_,4G=r,:-._,=.,JTVISE'OSI'TY F'RDP-ILE USF -*_"... ,-, RES:iN )eAE,A ' OT2-E
ETA_ ETA ' ETF " TOP, OLtE T I F';E T E,".F
POISE POISE "-'D 3 SE GPAHB-CM HIN. DEE,. [
2.74Be_003 2. 747e+003 4. q'63e+O01 3.5,'.;Oe_,L,n2 2. 000e-001 -_. 2C',;e+001
2. 751e+003 2. 750e+003 5. 589e+00:l 3.5,:'-'-+002 1. OOC)e+O :)0 3.20Q_,-'-,')O t
2.407e+O,':)_-, 2.40"7e+003 4. 550e-'-or)l _'2,.062a+C'02 2. 000e.4-.')C)q 3.30:he+O:
I .952e÷003 I. 9._ e÷L)0o ,4. I--,4e_-001 -o 476E +r)_')2 3.0t');')e+,')0A 3.50C'._+0() 1
J. 521 e+003 _. 520e+r)03 3. 489e÷001 I. 925e+002 4. 000e+000 3.60":{=-+ 00 J
I. 181e+003 I. 180e+003 3. 659e4001 I. 493e+002 5. 000e+000 3.8:)0c_+001
9.014e+002 9.010e+002 2.7!7e+001 I. 1"77P÷002 6. 000e4000 4.00C)_+0,':;!
6. eSle+002 6. 845e+C)02 2. 800e+001 8. 640e+0C) I 7. 000e+000 4. 100e: :'31
5. 225e+002 5.2 !9e+Cx:)2 2. 522e+001 6. 579e+001 E(.000e+0C)r) 4. ":,00E÷00 i
4. 013e+002 4. 007e+002 2. 174e+001 5. 052e+001 9. 000e+000 4. 500e+001
_. 136e+002 3. !29e+002 2. I J2c-0C)I 3.94-;e+0'.:,! _ .000e+0")! 4. 700e+0,:,i
_ 457e+0()2 "_ 449e+C)02 2.(')13e+001 3.090e+001 1 100e+0C'I 4.900e+001._m .... -"m . - m
i. 938e+C,02 I. 928e+002 I. 99zle+001 2. 436e+001 ] .20,')e+001 5. _00e+001
I. 561e+002 1. 549e+002 I. 938e÷001 1. 961e+001 1.30,')-=+C)0! 5. 300e+:)01
I. 257e+002 I. 244e+002 I. 839e+001 I. 580e+001 I. 400_:4.":0_ 5. 500e+001
1. 014e+002, I. 0,-'3e+002 1. 543e+001 1. 273e+001 1. 500e+001 5. 700e+001
8. 340e+001 8. 234e+001 1. _20e+001 I. 047e_-00! 1.6£:0e+001 5. 900e+0C) i
7. 033e+001 6. #40e+001 I. ]45e+001 8. 840e+000 I. 700e+0.:_ 1 6. C),::'0E+,')01
5. 969e+0C)I 5. 884e+001 I. 001e+00_ 7.4_6e+000 I. 800e+001 6.2(')£)_+00 ]
5. 047e+001 4. 972__+0,:)I 8. 644e+()00 6. 340e+000 i . 900e÷001 6.40,:_e+001
4.34 (')e+001 4. 276e+00! 7. zi40e+000 5. 447e+000 2. (:)0C)e+00 ! 6. 600e+00J
3. 759e+001 3.70ie+001 6. 560e+000 a. 720e+000 2. 100e+001 6.8.00e_-00i
3.215e+001 3..168e+00t 5. 477e+C)00 4. C)34 e+OOC) 2. 200e+00i 7. O_',_-)e+ 0C: 1
2. 777e+001 2. 736-_-,-001 ,a. 723e+000 Z':. 48_e+000 2. E,OOe+O01 7. 200e+,:)31
2 370_'_'_').r)I "->' Gggt=+OC)I 4. 1"72e+000 " 977e+000 " 40C)e*,')O! 7.4,:)0e+0,:_
2. 079e+001 2. 049e+001 3. 492e+000 2.6':)_e+000 2. 500e+0-)i 7. 600e+00 i
.794_÷001 1. 770e+001 2.92-_ E +0C)(:) 2.25Z:e+0C_0 2. 600e_00 i 7.70,be-_ 001
I. 5,:)6_-00! 1. 483e ,-C)01 2. 647e+000 I. 89,.')e+000 2. 700e+001 7. 900e+00i
i. 327e+001 I. 309e+001 2. _97e+000 i. 666e+000 2.8(>0e+00! _. ! C'0e+{>0J
1. 166e+001 I. ! 54e+::)01 I. 650e+0C)0 1. 463e+000 2.9_:)0e+001 8. 300e+,'::,':.) _
9.7-_=...,-2+000 9. 579e+000 i . 7ziE'._ 000 I . 222e+000 3. C),:)Oe+O0 J 2.5C)Oe_' O01
8.8_0c. "_"}00 E_. 742e+00C) 1.3! !e+000 1. i ! C)e+000 3. 1 _.-)C)_--+00 i 8.7,2):,._--_,:,0 !
8. 088e+000 7. 995e+000 1. 222e_C)00 1 .':::._5_-,"00 3. 200e+001 8. _::,:)E._:),::1
7. 16_e +C)00 7 • 105e+000 9. 554e-001 9. 000e-0('i .I .-,.300e+001 9. i ):),:)e+::)::i1
5. 902e+000 .5.868t_+00C) 6. 306e-C)C) 1 7. 406e-0,7) 1 ": 4rK)_+'.:)01 9.._':')c_b-"':)':'!
5. z_C_'qe+00:', 5.35_-e-+C)00 7. 368e-00_ 6. 783e-C)C)I 3. 500e+0C)I 9.5C),:)e+0::)l
3. 945e+00C) 3. 945e+C)r)C) 3. 298e-0C)2 4.95] P.-,::)01 _. 600e+0C)-I _)."7,2):)e_-C_;:)
3. 514e+0C0 3.50Ge+000 2. 691e-001 4. 410e-001 3.70,}e+00} 9. 900e+001
3. 057e÷0C.)0 _. 055e+0C)0 _ . 028e-001 3. B _-',5e-::)01 3. _,':)0e+00 :_ 1 . OOC:e+C)02
2. 824e+0C)0 2. 824_+000 5. 250e-002 3. 546e-0C)1 _. 900e+001 1.02,:)e+0C)'='
"_ &39e+00C) "_ 6_C8e+000 _, 008P-,:)C)2 "_ 310e-001 4. 000e+0(') J t .0_0e+0,:;2
"_ 532_.÷000 2.5ZS',2e+C)00 0.0C),:,'e+000 3. 180e-C)01 4. 100e+O':;! 1, (-_6;').,+':q2
2./-,_.._,_+(-)r)(-)__. .. ._." 619e+0C)0 I . 781 e-C)Ol "5_,.29Be-001 4. 200e-_.0 ..-)i ..i 08,::)e+C".:)2
2. 504e+000 2. 427e+000 6. 148e-001 3. 143e-001 4. 300e+001 I. 100e+002
1. 607e+0C)0 1.519e+0C)0 5. 247_-0C'.1 2.019e-001 4.4 00e+0C)I I. 120e+002
i. 244e+00C) I. 234e+000 1. 583e-001 I. 560e-001 4. 500e+001 !. 140e+002
2. 421E.4-000 2. 36Pe+0C'0 5. 321e-001 3. 040e-00! 4. 600e+001 1. 160e+002
3. 097e+000 2. 937e_-000 9. 815e-001 3. 888e-001 4. 700e+001 !. 180e+002
2.6Eq e+00() E. 593e+000 6. 906e-001 3.37C)e-001 4. 800e+001 I. 20C)e+C)02
2. 321 e"-0':)0 2. 208e+000 7. 159e-001 2. 914e-001 4. #00e+C)01 1. 220e+002
ORIGINAL PA@E IS
OF POOR QUALIFy
A FINGE":FR!NT V!SCOSITY _=,OFiLE USP 39A RESIN NASA LOT2-2
ETA* ETA ' ETA" TORQUE T IPIE TEMP
_-'u-- ISE POISE POISE GRAMS-CM MIN. _--'_,__ _. C
_I 2. 992e+00": 2.7'-_3e+000 1. 074e+000 3. 755__-001 5. 000e_-001 1. 240e+002
;2 3. 334e+000 3. 139e+000 I. 12_-e+000 4. 188e-001 5. 100e+001 1. 250e+002
;3 4. 323e+000 4.6q_Oe+000 I. 125e+000 6. 053e-001 5. 200e+00! 1. 270e+©"2
_4 6. 376e+000 6. 167e+000 1 ._ 1:'e4000 8. 006e-001 5. 300e+001 1. 290e+002
_5 1. 043e+001 9. _72e+000 3. 074e+000 1. 309e+000 5. 400e+001 1. 310e+002
ORICrN'A£ pA_OE lr_
OF. POOR QUAL/'Ty
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2a. Carbon Assay, %




2b. Hydrogen Assay, %




2c. Nltrogen Assay, X
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7b. Moisture Content, %
CTM-53B
•045
7c. Ash Content, %
CTM-53B
.078
8a. Filament diameter, microns, WARP
S.E.M. procedure











8b. Filament diameter, microns, FILL
S.E.M. procedure
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SPECIFICATION I _J_ (I_-











- SPOTS OR STAINS
- pOI_
- EDGE CURL
- TIGHT _VEAVE OR SELVAGE
- IVEAVE DISTORTION
- VISIBLE PUCKERS
- ONE PUCKER CREASING
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la. Resin Content,
CTM-6D





NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 42.4
lb. Filler Content,
CTM-6D




NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 17.4
lc. Cloth Content,
CTM-6D











NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 3.2






NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 33.3
4. Resin Content, Dry
PTM-16F, Type II
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NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 28
48 51
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 50
700 E. DYER ROAD, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA 92707 • (714) 549-1101 • TWX (910) 595-1130 = FAX # (714) 549-2858-5-2407
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FM 5839 NASA LOT# 2 (Reject) U.S.P. LOT# D09281
7a. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B
ROLL#1-S ROLL#2-S LOT#2 AVG.
Na 8 8 8
K 1 1 1
Ca 49 44 47
Mg 2 2 2
Li _qO O _qO
TOTAL 60 55 58
7b. Moisture Content,
CTM-53B




NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 2.57
.05 .06
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE .06
8. TGA, % Weight Loss at 500°C
CTM-51 (Nitrogen)
14.2 12.6
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 13.4
See chart 8A-8B
9. DSC, °C
CTM-50A First Temp 185
ROLL#1-S ROLL#2-S LOT#2 AVG.
185 185
See Chart 9A-9B




11. Environmental History Date manufactured: 2 June 1986
Packaged in: MIL-B-131
class I bag
Date shipped: Test lot - not
shipped







NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 1.517
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FM 5839 NASA LOT# 2 (Reject) U.S.P. LOT# D09281
13b. Tensile Modulus, msl, WARP ROLL#1-S ROLL#2-S






NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 2.49

























































FM 5839 NASA LOT# 2 (Reject)
16. Double Shear Strength, ksl
FTMS 406-1041A
17. Barcol Hardness, Units
ASTM D-2583
(Average of 10 determinations}
18. Residual Volatiles, %
PTM-98
19. Resin Content, Pyrolysis, %
CTM-14B
20. Acetone Extraction, X
CTM-18A
21a. CTE, in/in °F with ply
PTM-61B
21b. CTE, in/in °F cross ply
PTM-61B









NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 4.69
68.8 69.5



























Hamld M. Quralshl, Manager
Quality Assurance Department
CHART 8A
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